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Abstract

Programming is laborious. A long-standing goal is to reduce this cost through automation. Genetic Improvement (GI) is a new direction for achieving this goal. It applies search to the task of program improvement. The research conducted in this thesis applies GI to program optimisation and to enable program optimisation. In particular, it focuses on automatic code optimisation for complex managed runtimes, such as Java and Ethereum Virtual Machines.

We introduce the term Darwinian Data Structures (DDS) for the data structures of a program that share a common interface and enjoy multiple implementations. We call them Darwinian since we can subject their implementations to the survival of the fittest. We introduce ARTEMIS, a novel cloud-based multi-objective multi-language optimisation framework that automatically finds optimal, tuned data structures and rewrites the source code of applications accordingly to use them. ARTEMIS achieves substantial performance improvements for 44 diverse programs. ARTEMIS achieves 4.8%, 10.1%, 5.1% median improvement for runtime, memory and CPU usage.

Even though GI has been applied successfully to improve properties of programs running in different runtimes, GI has not been applied in Blockchains, such as Ethereum. The code immutability of programs running on top of Ethereum limits the application of GI. The first step of applying GI in Ethereum is to overcome the code immutability limitations. Thus, to enable optimisation, we present PROTEUS, a state of the art framework that automatically extends the functionality of smart contracts written in Solidity and makes them upgradeable. Thus, allowing developers to introduce alternative optimised versions of code (e.g., code that consumes less gas), found by GI, in newer versions.
Impact

The main impact of this thesis is the introduction of two novel optimisation frameworks (ARTEMIS and PROTEUS) that automatically improve the performance (execution time, memory consumption, and CPU usage) and enable program optimisations for users’ programs with minimal effort. We also provide both frameworks as open-source services (http://www.darwinianoptimiser.com), allowing the research community to interact with them. We show how the code optimisation, a process time-consuming, brittle, expensive with unclear benefits for many projects can be done automatically using Genetic Improvement.

With this thesis, we extend the existing literature in different ways. First, we introduced the term “Darwinian Data Structures” and we formalised the Darwinian data structure selection and optimisation problem $\text{DS}^2$. We showed that it is possible to improve the performance of large code bases automatically by discovering and optimising sub-optimal parts of the code cheaply, fast and without affecting the functionality of the system.

Second, we tackled and provided a solution to the problem of code immutability of programs running on distributed environments, such as the Blockchain, by proposing upgradeable smart contracts. We introduced PROTEUS, the first framework, to best of our knowledge, that provides automatic transformation of Ethereum smart contracts such that they can be upgraded after published on the Blockchain. Thus, enabling the possibility of program optimisation and the application of Genetic Improvement techniques to improve the performance of Blockchain systems. By applying GI on smart contracts, we can improve the “Gas” consumption on the Ethereum Blockchain by providing alternative code implementations, similarly to
Abstract

the approach that ARTEMIS follows. PROTEUS also allows other GI techniques to be applied such as automatic bug fixing automatic test generation and prioritisation.

Broader usage of PROTEUS on the Blockchain, and subsequently the application of GI, has the potential to lead to faster contract execution and less number of duplicate contracts on the Ethereum Blockchain. This means that the size of the Blockchain will be smaller and the transactions can be processed faster. A smaller and faster Blockchain has a significant impact on the global energy consumption because this means that the overall energy consumption of the network is going to be smaller as well; an Ethereum network may contain thousands of nodes across different countries. Similarly, ARTEMIS can be applied to optimise different metrics to a variety of programs and systems, not limited to Blockchain. Thus, ARTEMIS can have broader applicability, and many can benefit by its optimisations.

Finally, we provide clear research ideas of how our work can be extended and the problems that still need to be solved for future work. We also provide information on how new researchers can start working on their research by using our research findings and our open-source optimisation frameworks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Programmers waste enormous amounts of time thinking about, or worrying about, the speed of non-critical parts of their programs, and these attempts at efficiency actually have a strong negative impact when debugging and maintenance are considered. We should forget about small efficiencies, say about 97% of the time: premature optimization is the root of all evil. Yet we should not pass up our opportunities in that critical 3%.”

— Donald E. Knuth [6]

Under the immense time pressures of industrial software development, developers are heeding one part of Knuth’s advice: they are avoiding premature optimisation. Indeed, developers appear to be avoiding optimisation altogether and neglecting the “critical 3%”. When selecting data structures from libraries, in particular, they tend to rely on defaults and neglect potential optimisations that alternative implementations or tuning parameters can offer. This, despite the impact that data structure selection and tuning can have on application performance and defects. A similar pattern is observed in the development of programs (smart contracts) for Blockchain systems (e.g., Ethereum). Developers tend to rely on existing default smart contract templates published on the Blockchain, without having the possibility of upgrading and using more gas-efficient (gas is the execution fee compensating the computing resources of miners for running smart contracts) or with fewer bugs alternative implementations.
Considering four examples. Selecting an implementation that creates unnecessary temporary objects for the program’s workload [7]. Selecting a combination of Scala data structures that scaled better, reducing execution time from 45 to 1.5 minutes [8]. Avoiding the use of poor implementation, such as those in the Oracle bug database that leak memory [9]. Selection of under-optimised smart contracts that cost more gas than necessary, overcharging its creators and users [10].

Optimisation is time-consuming and challenging, especially on large code bases with multiple conflicting non-functional properties (such as execution time and memory consumption). Manually optimising non-functional properties, while keeping the functional behaviour of software is challenging because of the enormous space of alternative solutions. Optimisation is also brittle. An optimisation for one version of a program can break or become a de-optimisation in the next release. Another reason developers may avoid optimisation are development fads that focus on fast solutions, like “Premature Optimisation is the horror of all Evil” and “Hack until it works” [11]. In short, optimisation is expensive and its benefits unclear for many projects. Developers need automated help.

A long-standing goal is to reduce the optimisation cost through automation. We use recent findings in the area of Search-Based Software Engineering as a generic technique for automatically finding optimal solutions for the optimisation problems we define in this thesis. For providing a more scalable and faster framework, we then focus on a more specific subarea of Search-Based Software Engineering that uses Genetic Improvement (Section 2.2). Genetic Improvement (GI) is a new direction for achieving this goal. It has recently received notable awards, demonstrating its acceptance and success within the software engineering community [12, 2, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. GI uses optimisation and machine learning techniques, mainly search based, to change and improve existing software automatically. This thesis applies GI to program optimisation and to enable program optimisation. In particular, it focuses on automatic code optimisations for complex managed runtimes, such as Java and Ethereum Virtual Machines.

Most of the existing GI-based optimisation approaches rely on the Plastic
1.1 Objectives of the Research

The primary objective of this research is to help developers perform optimisations and automatic code transformations cheaply and efficiently. We aim to provide two frameworks, one that solves the Darwinian Data Structure Selection and Tuning problem and one that enables program optimisation on Ethereum Blockchain by introducing the notion of upgradeable smart contracts. We also want to provide the foundations of building a third framework that will automatically apply GI to optimise non-functional properties of Blockchain systems. The detailed goals and

Surgery Hypothesis, which assumes that the solutions exist in the code base. However, good solutions can also be found from external code repositories. To ensure scalability of their approaches, existing frameworks usually modify programs at the ‘line’ level of granularity. Recently, finer level modifications (at the ‘parameter’ level of granularity) have shown that better solutions can be found [18]. However, sometimes optimising in a ‘higher’ granularity level than parameters (for example in ‘data structure’ level or algorithm level) can be more rewarding than just tuning the parameters.

In this thesis, we investigate how GI can improve existing software by applying code transformations in a higher than parameter granularity level; e.g., alternative data structures or libraries. Our approach introduces solutions not only from the code base of the subject program, but also from external code repositories. We also provide automatic code transformation such that GI can be applied in systems that limit code upgradeability. More specifically, we investigate the usage of search-based approach for improving automatically non-functional properties (execution time, memory consumption, CPU usage and gas-consumption) of users’ code and we show its applicability on multiple languages (Java, C++, and Solidity) and different managed runtime systems (Java Virtual Machine or Ethereum Virtual Machine).

Next, we provide an introduction to the objectives of this thesis. We then describe our contributions to the scientific community and provide an overview of the structure of this thesis.

1.1 Objectives of the Research

The primary objective of this research is to help developers perform optimisations and automatic code transformations cheaply and efficiently. We aim to provide two frameworks, one that solves the Darwinian Data Structure Selection and Tuning problem and one that enables program optimisation on Ethereum Blockchain by introducing the notion of upgradeable smart contracts. We also want to provide the foundations of building a third framework that will automatically apply GI to optimise non-functional properties of Blockchain systems. The detailed goals and
1.2. Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is the introduction of two novel optimisation frameworks (ARTEMIS and PROTEUS) that automatically improve the performance (execution time, memory consumption, and CPU usage) and enable program optimisations for users’ programs with minimal effort. We also provide both frameworks as open-source services (http://www.darwinianoptimiser.com), allowing the research community to interact with them. We show how the code optimisation, a process time-consuming, brittle, expensive with unclear benefits for many projects can be done automatically using Genetic Improvement.

With this thesis, we extend the existing literature in different ways. First, we introduced the term “Darwinian Data Structures” and we formalised the Darwinian
data structure selection and optimisation problem $\text{DS}^2$. We showed that it is possible
to improve the performance of large code bases automatically by discovering and
optimising sub-optimal parts of the code cheaply, fast and without affecting the
functionality of the system.

To provide evidence to the effectiveness of our framework, we conducted an
extensive empirical study on 43 projects; a) 30 uniformly selected at random projects,
b) 8 popular well-written projects and c) a Benchmark from Dacapo proposed and
accepted by the scientific community. We also used Random Testing to further
test and validate the effectiveness of the proposed framework. For all 43 subjects,
\text{ARTEMIS} can successfully find variants that outperform the original for all three
objectives. On extreme cases, \text{ARTEMIS} discovered 31\% improvement on execution
time, 70.68\% improvement on memory consumption, and 78.86\% improvement on
CPU usage.

Second, we tackled and provided a solution to the problem of code immutabil-
ity of programs running on distributed environments, such as the Blockchain, by
introducing upgradeable smart contracts. \text{PROTEUS}, is the first framework, to best of
our knowledge, that provides automatic transformation of Ethereum smart contracts
such that they can be upgraded after published on the Blockchain. Thus, enabling the
possibility of program optimisation and the application of Genetic Improvement tech-
niques to improve the performance of Blockchain systems. By applying GI on smart
contracts, we can improve the “Gas” consumption on the Ethereum Blockchain by
providing alternative code implementations, similarly to the approach that \text{ARTEMIS}
follows. \text{PROTEUS} also allows other GI techniques to be applied such as automatic
bug fixing automatic test generation and prioritisation.

A broader usage of \text{PROTEUS} on the Blockchain and subsequently, the appli-
cation of GI has the potential to lead to faster contract execution and less number
of duplicate contracts on the Ethereum Blockchain. This means that the size of the
Blockchain will be smaller and the transactions can be processed faster. A smaller
and faster Blockchain has a huge impact on the global energy consumption because
this means that the overall energy consumption of the network is going to be smaller
as well; an Ethereum network may contain thousands of nodes across different countries.

Finally, we provide clear research ideas of how our work can be extended and the problems that still need to be solved for future work. We also provide information on how new researchers can start working on their research by using our research findings and our open-source optimisation frameworks.

1.3 Organisation of the PhD Thesis

Initially, we provide an introduction to the code optimisation problems that this thesis tries to solve and point out their importance. Then we focus on the literature review and identify the related scientific work that tried to provide solutions to those problems and what are their advantages and disadvantages.

We introduce ARTEMIS, a novel cloud-based multi-objective optimisation framework that automatically finds optimal, tuned data structures and rewrites applications to use them. We describe the system architecture and present experiments that show how the proposed approach outperforms other provided solutions. Then we focus on code optimisation on top of Blockchain systems, and we introduce PROTEUS, a framework that automatically extends the functionality of smart contracts code written in Solidity. We discuss the evaluation of the generated smart contracts and conclude by showing how PROTEUS can be used in practice. We further focus on the Blockchain and present the foundations for a new optimisation framework that improves the gas consumption of Ethereum smart contracts by automatically transforming their code to use more efficient implementations of costly external libraries. Finally, we provide a conclusion with the findings of this thesis and potential future research work.

The structure of the rest of the thesis is organised as follows:

Chapter 2: Literature Review: Briefly surveys state-of-the-art related work in genetic improvement, code optimisation, data structure bloat and Blockchain technology.

Chapter 3: Darwinian Data Structure Selection: Presents ARTEMIS, a multi-
objective code optimisation framework that automatically selects and optimises the data structures of a project. The Darwinian Data Structure Selection problem is formulated and experiments that show the efficiency of the approach are presented.

**Chapter 4 Upgradeable Smart Contracts:** Introduces PROTEUS, a framework that automatically solves the problem of mutability on Ethereum smart contracts. The architecture of the framework is presented as well as the different transformation modes that are supported. Finally, the transformation rules are defined and potential security issues are discussed.

**Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Work:** Concludes the thesis with a discussion on the threats to validity and suggestions for potential future work directions.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we review the related research areas and findings necessary to establish a foundation for the research undertaken in this thesis. Our research focuses mainly on two areas: 1) code optimisation by automatic selection and tuning of data structures and 2) enabling of program optimisation on programs running on top of Blockchain through program transformation.

First, we present the literature review related to SBSE and its applicability for automatic code optimisation. We analyse the data structures of the programming languages (Java, C++, Solidity) that we optimise in this thesis. We then detail the characteristics of their managed runtimes and how developers’ code practices can affect the performance (execution time, memory consumption, CPU usage) of a program. We dive into the Java Virtual machine’s details and show how the usage of its collection API can affect the performance of a program. Next, we focus on how to correctly measure the performance of complex programs running on top of a managed runtime using statistical rigorous performance evaluation methods.

Our research focuses on data structure selection and tuning. To understand why the optimisation framework selects various data structures against others and how it tunes them, we need to present the related research work on Data Structure optimisation and code performance improvement (Section 2.3). To evaluate correctly the performance of the optimised code and the statistical importance of our experiments, we present the related work on the area of rigorous statistical Java performance evaluation and various profiling techniques (Section 2.3.4).
2.1. Search-Based Software Engineering (SBSE)

In Software engineering, we can view many activities as optimisation problems where the goal is to find better solutions based on one or multiple evaluating functions. Search-Based Software Engineering (SBSE) [19, 20] is a sub-field that contains that body of work that uses search-based optimisation algorithms (i.e. Hill Climbing [21], Simulated Annealing [22], Random Search, Genetic Algorithms [23]) to solve a software engineering problem. It has been a sub-field of Software Engineering since 2011 [24] with very successful and generic applicability. Previous work has applied SBSE in a variety of software engineering problems, such as requirements engineering [25, 26, 27], software effort estimation [28, 29, 30], performance and energy optimisation [2, 31], system architecture design [32], software testing [33], code transplantation [12], bug fixing and maintenance [34].

2.1.1 Requirements Engineering

Requirements engineering is an essential part of the Software Engineering process [35]. It refers to the process of defining, documenting and maintaining requirements [36] in the engineering design process. A problem that project managers come during this process is what to select among requirements and how to prioritise them. The aim is to meet the demands of stakeholders (e.g., minimise the cost of the budget) and maximise the value of the delivered software product [37] (e.g., maximise the revenue). We can formulate both the selection and prioritisation of requirements as search problems. Thus, we can apply SBSE successfully to automatically provide good and robust solutions which allow more natural adaption of the software process to requirement changes. SBSE can optimise multiple conflicting objectives and find solutions that will find a good trade-off between them. As a result, SBSE helps the project managers to take better and more informed decisions when designing the
2.1. Search-Based Software Engineering (SBSE)

next release.

2.1.2 Effort Estimation

When developing software, it is essential for an organisation to predict accurately the effort required for the project to be delivered under the detailed budget [38, 29]. Underestimation may lead to not successful delivery of the project while overestimation may lead to unnecessary bigger budget allocation [39, 40]. Existing research [29, 30, 41, 42] has shown that we can utilise SBSE for the effort estimation problem. By applying a multi-objective evolutionary approach that tries to maximise the estimation accuracy but at the same time minimise uncertainty, it is possible to build more robust estimation models than humans, who tend to provide over-optimistic estimations [43]. In a similar context, we can apply SBSE for estimating the cost of a software project. Kirsopp et al. [44] improve the cost estimations by using search to predict unknown attributes of a project; they search near neighbour projects that share similar values for the known attributes.

2.1.3 Software Product Line

Another area that we can apply SBSE successfully is the Software Product Line (SPL) [45]. The idea is to identify and extract differences in features from a given number of software products that provide some common functionalities. We can consider SPL problems as complex search optimisation problems because of the large search space that the high variability of various products (expressed by their feature models) create. The goal of SPL engineering is to optimally manage the extraction, analysis, evolution and application of the feature model and the SPL architecture combined with the products constructed from them [46]. After converting the SPL problem to an optimisation problem, SBSE can identify such features and combine them to construct similar software products that can benefit from the commonalities shared by all features. SBSE finds optimal (or near optimal) choices of products. SBSE is useful for the SPL problem also because of its multi-objective optimisation nature; many of the problems need to find a right balance of multiple competing and conflicting software engineering concerns.
2.1.4 Software Testing

Software testing is a critical component of software development because it provides information about the quality of the system and how well it is developed to meet the required specifications. A project may contain various levels of testing, such as Unit Testing, Integration Testing, Acceptance Testing and System Testing. Because of this variety of levels of testing and the different requirements, many techniques have been applied (including SBSE) for generating, executing and verifying tests [47, 48, 49]. The two most popular applications of SBSE in testing involve the optimisation of the test data generation [50, 51] and the optimisation of the test data selection and prioritization [52].

Optimising the test data generation is a process difficult and slow because of the vast search space that the large pool of possible software inputs generates. A good search strategy is needed to find a combination of inputs that will simultaneously satisfy specific coverage criteria. SBSE is applied successfully in the test generation problem because it can find near-optimal solutions in a vast search space.

Optimising test data selection and prioritisation is necessary because sometimes it is not possible to execute all the given tests of an application. The goal is to select a set of test cases that achieve the same (or nearly the same) level of test adequacy as the entire set. SBSE is applied to prioritise the tests and select that subset such that it minimises the cost of testing while maximising the coverage criteria.

In this thesis, we use Unit Testing and Regression Testing to verify the correctness of the altered program that the proposed frameworks (ARTEMIS) optimise. Regression testing is useful as it provides confidence that changes to the source code do not break the existing behaviour of the program. By using regression testing, which has been shown to be effective in many software testing practices [53], we minimise the threat to validity and correctness of a program after the proposed framework alters it.

2.1.5 Other Areas

Other work has applied SBSE to automatically search for re-factoring solutions that may improve various code quality metrics, such as readability, efficiency, adapt-
ability and extensibility [54]. SBSE has also been used during the design phase of software engineering, for architecture design, software clustering and software re-factoring [55], with different objectives and formulations. Except for software processes, SBSE has been applied successfully to optimise the software itself. Meta-heuristic search has been applied to search for optimisation sequences in source code [56]. Other work used SBSE to parallelise better tasks on supercomputers [57].

Souza et al. [58] studied thoroughly the effectiveness and efficiency of SBSE and how it compares with human-provided solutions. For different problems such as next release, test case selection and the work-group formation, those studies showed the superiority of SBSE solutions. More specifically, professional software engineers compared the quality between SBSE solutions and human-provided solutions and showed that the quality of SBSE solutions is, in most cases, better or similar to the human-provided ones [58]. Also, the SBSE solutions are usually more consistent, and there is much less effort to obtain them.

2.1.6 SBSE Industrial Applications

All those applications of SBSE have made it mature enough that many industrial applications have started to appear [59, 60] and other new promising tools are under open-source development and testing. EvoSuite [61] is a real-world tool, used by many open-source projects and companies like Google, that automatically generates test suites, satisfying a coverage criterion for programs written in Java. Sapienz [33] is another industrial application, used by Facebook, that automatically generates tests for Android applications. Sapienz generates tests that optimise multi-objective goals; minimising the length of test sequences while maximising coverage and fault revelation. µSCALPEL [12] is a tool that aims to automatically migrate one piece of code from one system into another, entirely unrelated, system (a process name “software transplantation”). µSCALPEL successfully auto-transplanted the H.264 video encoding functionality from the x264 system to the VLC media player automatically, showing that code transplantation is possible and can have wider adaption. Another tool implemented by Li et al. [25] that handles uncertainty during the optimisation of the next release problem has been adopted by Microsoft Visual
2.2 Genetic Improvement

Genetic Improvement (GI) is a new area of SBSE that focuses on improving one or more properties of software by using Genetic/Evolutionary Algorithms [62]. A genetic algorithm (GA) is a metaheuristic method inspired by the process of natural selection. Genetic algorithms belong to the larger class of evolutionary algorithms (EA) and can be applied to solve constrained and unconstrained optimisation problems. Genetic algorithms can provide high-quality solutions to optimisation and search problems by relying on bio-inspired operators such as mutation, crossover and selection [63]. In this thesis, we use genetic improvement to improve the performance of the software automatically and to scale on larger code bases.

In a genetic algorithm, given a population of candidate solutions (called individuals) to an optimisation problem, the intention is to evolve that population towards better solutions. Each candidate solution has a set of properties (its chromosomes) which can be mutated and modified [23]. Typically, the algorithm starts with a randomly produced population of individuals, which is called a generation. Then,

**Figure 2.1:** Flowchart of a Genetic Algorithm.

Studio, under closed beta test and has shown promising results. The key strength of those proposed tools that makes them successful is the fact that they can automatically solve very complex problems that are difficult to find the exact solution in reasonable time deterministically.
it evolves the population iteratively (each iteration is a generation) until specific conditions are met (as shown in Figure 2.1). For every generation, the algorithm evaluates a fitness function for each individual; the fitness represents the value of the objective function in the optimisation problem being solved (i.e., the execution time of a program). The algorithm then stochastically selects the fittest individuals from the current population and alters them (through mutation or crossover) to form a new generation. The new generation of potential candidate solutions produces the population in the next iteration of the algorithm. The algorithm finishes when it finds the desired solution specified by the user or when it has produced the maximum number of generations.

Although Genetic Improvement has a long history that traces back to the foundations of computer science, the original explicit usage of Genetic Improvement term was in 1995 (as surveyed by Petke et al. [62] ) by Ryan and Walsh [64], who used genetic programming to convert serial programs to parallel ones automatically. The GI area became very popular when Harman et al. [65] introduced the GISMOE challenge to the research community. With this challenge, the authors noticed the demand and need in the software engineering area of optimising non-functional and functional properties of software in a multi-objective setting. They also pointed out that some SBSE techniques [19] can automatically or semi-automatically fulfill this demand. Additionally, they noted that GI has the potential for a broad adaption because of its generality and adaptability. At the same time, they mentioned open challenges such as “human in the loop” optimisation and high dimensional Pareto surfaces visualisation.

GI has had a wider adaption because it can find better solutions in a vast search space, which comes from relaxing the restrictions on program correctness. Optimisation of software indicates that some of its aspects should be changed to improve some functionality and some should remain the same, such that the software does not work differently. For example, GI may automatically fix a bug but should guarantee that it does not introduce new bugs because of its changes. To ensure that the changes in the program do not break any functionality of the original pro-
gram, existing work [66] used only semantic-preserving transformations. However, semantic-preserving transformations limit the search space and the likelihood of finding better solutions. Besides, this is not guaranteed always to provide correct solutions, as Orlov et al. [66] showed; when improving the existing Java bytecode by using a semantic-preserving crossover, they found out that GI generated faulty individuals.

We can apply GI successfully with outstanding optimisation results, prominently in problems that can trade-off constraints on the functional attributes for better performance. Such an illustration is the GI-modified shader simplification software that obtained 67% reduction in runtime by having slightly lower image fidelity [67]. Still, such use cases that allow this tradeoff are limited. Thus, we need techniques to check the preserving of equivalent functionality when making changes to a program.

Most of the empirical work in GI uses software testing to verify if the same software functionalities remain after applying GI. The concept is that if the set of test cases is all the possible test cases, then the functional equivalence and test equivalence is similar. However, this is not possible as the number of test cases can be unlimited in theory. Thus, most of the current research relaxes the notion of equivalence to a finite set of test cases. It assumes that if the modified, by GI, software passes those test cases then the functionality does not change.

Genetic Improvement is not limited to problems that optimise non-functional properties [68, 69, 70] of software such as execution time, memory consumption, CPU usage, and energy consumption. It has also been applied successfully to optimise the functionality or correctness of the software; finding or fixing the bugs automatically [71, 72, 73]. Most of these approaches rely on the Plastic Surgery Hypothesis [74], which assumes that the solutions exist in the code base. More specifically, Plastic Surgery Hypothesis states that we can use fragments that exist already in the source to construct new code. So, in practice, there is no need to generate new code, but to effectively cut and paste the code from other parts of the program.
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Figure 2.2: Example of the crossover genetic operation. Sections of trees’ structure of the selected parents are swapped to create children [1].

2.2.1 Code Representation

The way the source code is represented or how a problem is formulated dictates what options are available when we apply GI on a program under optimisation. Usually, developers face a challenge when deciding the format that they will represent the code because this choice may limit or improve the possibility of finding better solutions. It is not clear to the developer which representation to follow, and a solid understanding of the problem is necessary. The most common representations of source code used when applying GI are: 1) abstract syntax trees, 2) machine code and 3) patches.

When evolving the source code, developers usually will keep copies of the code with the changes they want to make and then evaluate it based on the chosen objective functions. The copies that improve the most the non-functional or functional properties of interest are given as the final solutions to the problem. Typically, those changes happen to the abstract syntax tree (AST) representation of the code. Each node of an AST is either a function with child nodes or a terminal node. GI makes
changes to the AST by changing or rearranging the nodes of the AST (Figure 2.2). Then it parses back the AST to its source code. A mutation happens by changing a single node with an equivalent node that preserves the syntax. Syntactically equivalent nodes have the same input (from children nodes) and output (to their parent nodes) data types. A crossover occurs when two or more nodes are rearranged together to form new nodes; in the simplest case, a crossover selects a node in both branches of the AST and swaps them (Figure 2.2).

Other work has used GI to evolve programs represented directly as machine code [66, 75]. Orlov et al. [66] evolved the programs directly in their Java bytecode format, without any intermediate representation. Their approach relies on the notion of compatible crossover, which provides correct programs by conducting compatibility checks on the source and target bytecode sections. By evolving sequences of annotated bytecode, they claim that they can apply more straightforward crossover operators than using branches or types. Schulte et al. [75] also applied GI to software represented as assembly code to repair defects while maintaining the desired behaviour. They illustrated their approach on Java bytecode and x86 assembly representation of programs that target embedded software; the aim is to optimise energy and memory efficiency. They evolved the programs by permutating, erasing and repeating the set of instructions in the compiled code, which each represents a single statement from the source code. They also stated the benefits of assembly-level repair over source code level repairs and pointed out the ability to repair applications written in multiple different languages, and the ability to repair bugs that were before intractable, even on non-trivial programs.

Applying GI to improve the software may cause many code changes, and sometimes the optimisation process may be slow and not scalable. That is especially true when GI uses the complete program representation because it generates a huge search space. Thus, in most cases, it cannot scale to more extensive programs. Typically, just a few changes to the software may improve the software significantly. Much work focused on how GI can converge and try to find solutions only on predefined parts of the code, minimising the number of statements that it needs to search.
Essentially, GI can follow a process to evolve a program which is similar to the approach developers follow to produce patches. Developers usually provide patches with small fixes on particular functionalities of the code. By applying such evolving patches to software, we only need to keep a single copy of the original program, resulting in significant memory reduction. Accordingly, GI can apply automatic patch fixing, a method which is called Patch-Based Genetic Improvement.

Barr et al. [74] claimed that we could further improve the optimisation process by using existing code bases to generate many such patches automatically. GenProg [76] followed such a patch-based approach, instead of a full AST representation. They represent patches as a sequence of edits to the AST, where each edit is a tuple consisting of an operation and node numbers. When estimating the cost of automatic bug fixing on the cloud, the authors observed that ASTs copies of the code that had the bugs fixed were of much bigger size than human-written patches and also very memory consuming; 1.7 GB for each node in the cloud. In their experiments, the human-written patches were no more than 50 lines, meaning that two variants were identical in all other parts of the code except those 50 lines.

There is a diverse collection of applications that have used Genetic Improvement. Examining the genetic improvement approaches used in those applications, we categorise them into the three following categories: a) Parameter tuning for software improvement, b) genetic programming and c) patch-based genetic improvement, etc.

### 2.2.2 Search-Based Parameter Tuning

Another area of SBSE that has attracted much attention is the Search Based Parameter Tuning. The idea is that, usually, software systems come with various parameters exposed which can be tuned to improve the system’s performance for different evaluation metrics. Manually finding those parameters is a time-consuming process with no guaranteed results because of the huge number of combinations that the developer has to try. Hence, we can improve the system’s performance by searching for the optimal values of those parameters automatically. To further enhance the performance of the system and identify optimisation opportunities, researchers applied several techniques to discover more implicit parameters and tune them
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Previous work has applied successfully automatic parameter tuning to compilers. Parameter tuning can be applied relatively easily to a compiler because it provides a well-defined set of parameters/flags and their selection/tuning can have immediate performance results. Depending on the objective functions that we want to optimise and the hardware that our application runs, we may choose a specific set of parameters. For example, we may choose a set of parameters that minimises power consumption, when compiling the application to run on embedded systems; similarly to the action that Apple took to deliberately use different optimisation settings for applications running on older phones [77, 78].

Manually finding a right combination of such parameters is a time consuming and laborious task for the developer because of the large number of parameter settings that compilers provide. For example, GCC has at least 54 different optimization techniques that have been implemented into the compilation routines [79]. This yields $2^{54}$, or nearly $10^{15}$ different possible settings. Thus, automatic and efficient solutions are necessary. Stephenson et al. [80] used evolutionary algorithms to search the space of compiler heuristics automatically. They obtained an average speedup of 23% (up to 73%) for the applications in their test suite. Furthermore, they created useful generic heuristics by evolving a compiler’s heuristic over several benchmarks. Boussaa et al. [81] introduced NOTICE, a framework that achieves optimal performance by automatically tuning compiler optimisation options based on user-specified properties. The proposed framework uses multi-objective optimisation techniques to provide solutions with trade-offs between various non-functional properties.

Automatic parameter tuning has also been applied extensively to enhance the performance of Machine Learning models [82, 83, 84, 85]. Tantithamthavorn et al [86] used automated parameter tuning techniques to improve the performance of their Machine Learning algorithms. They managed to improve by 40% the ability of their application to discover faults. Lam et al. [82] tuned both the parameters and the structure of neural networks by using an enhanced version of a genetic algorithm;
they implemented a faster version of GA by using a representation with floating-point numbers instead of binary numbers. Tsai et al. [87] also tuned the parameters and structure of a neural network by introducing a new hybrid Taguchi-genetic algorithm (HTGA). HTGA approach combines the traditional genetic algorithm (TGA), which has a robust global search capability, with the Taguchi method [88], which can utilise the optimum offspring. Both methods showed, by being tested on a sunspot forecasting application, that the proposed neural networks trained with the proposed GA provide better results than those of traditional feed-forward neural networks, regarding accuracy (fitness values).

Other work [68, 89, 90, 91, 92] showed how parameter tuning can be used to automatically improve the energy consumption of applications. Schulte et al. [89] introduced a general post-compilation approach called Genetic Optimisation Algorithm (GOA), which aims to improve measurable non-functional properties of programs that compile to x86 assembly. Their algorithm combines meta-data from profile-guided optimisation, evolutionary computation and mutational robustness and searches for program variants that retain the required functional behaviour while improving non-functional behaviour. They evaluated their proposed framework on eight benchmark applications and achieved 20% less energy consumption on average while 7 out of 8 benchmarks retained the required functional behaviour. Bruce et al. [68] used GI to provide more energy efficient mobile applications. More specifically, they reduced energy consumption by up to 25% by using GI to automatically find more energy efficient versions of the MiniSAT Boolean satisfiability solver for three applications.

Often, tuning the parameters exposed by a system does not provide the desired performance improvement. Hence, much work has focused on discovering and extracting implicit parameters from the programs under optimisation and expose them as tunable parameters. We can then use search-based techniques to tune both the explicit and implicit parameters.

The Software Tuning panel for Autonomic Control (STAC) [93] identified and extracted a limited number of implicit parameters by using transition flows of the
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Figure 2.3: Selected mutation operators by Deep Parameter Optimisation framework [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutation Operators</th>
<th>Changes Between</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRCR – Constant replacement</td>
<td>constants, 0, 1, −1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAAN – Arithmetic operator</td>
<td>+, −, *, /, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAAA – Arithmetic assignment</td>
<td>+=, −=, *=, /=, %=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCNG – Logical context negation</td>
<td>expr, ! expr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIDO – Increment/decrement</td>
<td>++x, --x, x++, x--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLLN – Logical operator</td>
<td>&amp;&amp;,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLOG – Logical negation</td>
<td>x op y, x op ! y,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORRN – Relational operator</td>
<td>!x op y, !(x op y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBBA – Bitwise assignment</td>
<td>&gt;, &gt;=, &lt;, &lt;=, ==</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBBN – Bitwise operator</td>
<td>&amp;!,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

program that were also similar for the shallow parameters. STAC was not fully automatic as it requires initial human effort to characterise shallow parameters. Also, it was limited as it can find only a subset of deep parameters automatically.

Hutter et al. [94] tuned both explicit and implicit parameters of the SPEAR SAT solver. They exposed almost all tunable variables possible, and, they created a huge search space. However, exposing every possible parameter means that some of them may not provide any performance benefits when tuned. Their approach, in the current form, has scalability limitations and to overcome that we need to exclude some of those parameters. One commonly used approach to eliminate such parameters is sensitivity analysis.

Hoffmann et al. [95] used parameter tuning to improve output quality and non-functional properties of applications, whose behaviour changes based on the input workload; a quite typical scenario for many dynamic applications nowadays. They fed their application with various datasets and tuned their parameters based on those datasets. They proposed PowerDial, a framework that traces the Pareto-best candidates produced during this training process and interchanges them respectively during the application running. For instance, if for some reason there is a resource shortage, the application dynamically selects another set of parameters (from the Pareto-best ones) that can decrease the quality of the output but simultaneously enabling the application to run and not crash.

Wu et al. [18] proposed the Deep Parameter Optimisation approach, a mutation-
based method [96] that automatically exports “deep” parameters from the program under optimisation, leading to a stream of research work in this area [97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103]. The proposed framework identifies a number of constant definitions in the source code and turns them to tunable parameters. Those constant definitions are usually fixed-numerical values that either the developers pick randomly or by applying some domain knowledge; ‘magic numbers’ as named by White et al. [104]. The constant definitions are not restricted to primitive data types [105]. Wu et al. [18, 106] added nine C and Java fundamental operator classes (Figure 2.3) to increase the number of exposed tunable parameters. To deal with the huge search space and the scalability constraints, Wu et al. [18] applied a mutation-based sensitivity analysis to automate the process of finding candidate deep-parameters fully. They next applied NSGA-II to seek for optimal values for those parameters that balance the non-functional properties of interest.

Though the idea of exposing additional tunable parameter is similar to our proposed framework, ARTEMIS, their approach did not optimise data structure selection, which can sometimes be more rewarding than just tuning the parameters. Moreover, they applied their approach to a memory management library to benefit that library’s clients. The extent of improvement usually depends on how much a program relies on that library. In contrast, ARTEMIS directly applies to the source code of the program, making no assumptions about which libraries the program uses, affording ARTEMIS much wider applicability. Also their approach relies on the Plastic Surgery Hypothesis [74], which assumes that the solutions exist in the code base. Our approach, on the other hand, does not rely on the hypothesis but relies on a set of transformation rules. Our approach can automatically generate these transformation rules from the library code or library documentation exhaustively, therefore the approach guarantees a comprehensive set of transformation rules.

In other work, Manotas et al. [31] extracted implicit data structure parameters and later tuned them to improve the energy consumption of Java applications. Bruce et al. [107] exposed deep parameters to improve face detection software that used the Viola-Jones algorithm in OpenCV, by allowing a trade-off between execution
time and classification accuracy. Their results showed that execution time could be decreased by 48% if a 1.80% classification inaccuracy is allowed (compared to 1.04% classification inaccuracy of the initial, unmodified algorithm).

### 2.2.3 Improvement using Genetic Programming

Many of the work in the Genetic Improvement focuses on automatic source code modifications of the software with the intent to enhance functional and non-functional properties of it. The usual process followed is that we represent the source code in a more understandable and structured format such that we can modify it easily and quickly. Next, we apply Genetic Programming (GP) to guide the selection and creation of code variations. GP can be considered as a hyper-heuristic [108] search methodology. It searches in the space of program variants, and it composes functions or models that solve specific problems that depend on input test cases. The usage of Genetic Programming is essential to address scalability problems that other approaches such as exhaustive search face when the search space is huge.

Langdon et al. [109] noted how Genetic Programming could be used successfully to many real-world problems such as machine learning and image processing benchmarks, and program quality improvement while reducing their size. Besides, they presented experiments and revealed how to speed up the search for optimal solutions, by choosing as a seed the current version of the program. They also demonstrated that, in some use cases, a small set of test cases could be good enough to generate the optimal solutions.

Other work has used Genetic Programming for bug fixing. Gao et al. [110] automatically detected and repaired bugs associated with memory leaks. They modelled the memory behaviour (trace memory allocations and usage) of the program by expressing it as a Control Flow Graph. This simplified representation of the program was suitable for this optimisation problem as the focus was only on memory leak related bugs. They assessed their approach on 15 benchmarks that contained memory leaks. They identified 89 memory leaks and managed to fix 28% of them automatically. Goues et al. [76] also researched the bug fixing problem and introduced a more generic approach. They represented the program as an array of statements and
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did not adopt the simplified Control Flow Graph representation. They used Genetic Programming for searching the space and guided the bug fixing process by using test cases. After the GP finds a solution (bug fix), they apply a post-processing step (by using a hill-climbing clean-up process) to remove the unnecessary changes to the code.

White et al. [111] used a multi-objective GP algorithm to produce both energy efficient and good quality pseudo-random number generators. In their experiments, they revealed that only 1/4 of the test cases is enough to generate the Pareto-optimal solutions of their optimisation problem.

Arcuri and White et al. [112, 113] showed that extra techniques, combined with a good seed to guide the search, can be applied to improve the optimisation process of multi-objective algorithms. They recommended the usage of co-evolved test cases to support the maintenance of the programs’ semantics. They evaluated their proposed approach on 8 benchmarks and showed how they succeeded to discover a non-trivial optimisation that compilers did not find. Arcuri et al. [112, 113] used the same approach of co-evolution for bug fixing. They used genetic programming to evolve a buggy program simultaneously with a set of test cases. The authors claimed that this strategy has no restrictions on the type of bugs that it can fix, under the assumption that the input comes with the source code and a formal specification.

2.2.4 Patch-Based Genetic Improvement

Ackling et al. [114] applied GI to transform buggy applications and produce patches. Before the evolutionary optimisation process begins, the genetic algorithm takes as input a modification table with the possible permitted modifications on the AST representation of the program. They use this guided evolutionary process to generate patches, and next they evaluate them on a set of predefined test cases. In their evaluation, they showed that this approach is much quicker in finding patches than random search; the found patch fixes contained only 1 to 8 alterations on average.

Langdon et al. [115] used a similar approach to automatically improve the execution time of complex systems with large code bases. They represented the program as an array of statements, rather than using a predefined table with possible
2.3 Data Structure Selection and Tuning

In this thesis, we concentrate on improving the performance (execution time, memory consumption and CPU usage) of programs, by utilising search-based software engineering techniques. More specifically, we focus on enhancing the performance of programs by optimising the process of selection and tuning of their data structures. Hence, we initially describe the essential properties of data structures that affect the most the performance of a program. Then, we present the approach that one should follow to measure correctly the different measures of the program and how to conduct statistical rigorous experiments.

Nowadays, the memory available to the runtime of a programming language has increased significantly; a program can have access to Giga bytes of memory. Programs store a massive amount of data directly in their memory space through the use of data structures. For instance, a program may store the most frequently accessed data in a large cache in memory; usually implemented by a map or set. Handling such notable amounts of data indicates that the program will spend a
significant amount of resources on data management. When investigating what influences the performance of numerous programs written in Java, C#, C++ or other programming languages, we observed that the data structure types and their particular implementations were a vital factor.

The amount of available memory and the approach used to store and access those data affects the performance of an application profoundly. Less memory available to the application may impact its speed negatively. If the application has limited memory and wants to access a significant amount of data, then it will spend much time in reading and writing data from the disk; the disk is slower than accessing data from memory. In other cases, the application may allocate a large amount of memory, but may not use it and thus it remains unutilised, not allowing other applications that could benefit from using it. Hence, we need to find a proper trade-off between memory consumption and other requirements, such as execution time.

Nearly every modern programming language provides the developer a collection framework library with abstract data types for handling groups of data (e.g., Lists, Maps, Trees), hiding the details of the underlying data-structure implementation. Typically, the collection framework is abstract, well-defined, and it gives the developer the possibility to choose the appropriate collection implementation and its default parameters. Finding the appropriate collection and its parameters for every occurrence in the code is a difficult, laborious and often infeasible task [117, 118]. A large number of collection occurrences in programs and its significant number of different parameters construct a big search space.

Manual exploration of the search space is time-consuming and challenging with no guaranteed results. This task is considered even more difficult because of the complexity of understanding what and how a data structure implementation and its parameters affect the performance of the application. Often, the developer’s assumption about the advantages of one implementation over the other can be misleading and point to inefficient choices, even in cases that the developer has domain knowledge. Thus, developers need help so they can have access to insights
about the performance impact of their data structure selections as well as automatic help for better selection and tuning.

2.3.1 Java Virtual Machine

To demonstrate how we can improve the performance of a program using GI through ARTEMIS, we used applications written in Java, as it is a language that provides a well-defined set of collections with the most commonly used data structures. Hence, for the rest of this chapter, we will analyse the most common characteristics of collections that affect the performance of applications written in Java. These collections, such as ArrayList, HashMap and HashSet, are known as the Java Collection Framework (JCF).

Java is a general-purpose, object-oriented programming language which was designed with the primary goal to be platform independent. A Java program is compiled to Java bytecode and can run on different platforms, without the need of re-compilation. The compiled bytecode is executed on top of a Java Virtual Machine (JVM), which provides operating system style functionalities. Example of such provided functionalities are memory management through garbage collection, automated exception handling, synchronisation, threading and just in time compilation.

Java was initially considered a slow programming language, when compared to languages that compile to native code, but eventually gained a lot of performance improvement with the introduction of Just-in-time compilation (JIT) and other dynamic-based performance optimisations. By using the JIT compiler, the Java Virtual Machine continuously analyses the code being executed and identifies the hottest parts (such as function calls or loops) of the code. It then compiles those parts to native code when the speedup that the compilation provides outweighs the overhead of compiling that code. After the JIT compiler has recompiled the code, it usually runs faster within that specific platform.

Identifying how data structures affect the performance of a program becomes very challenging when it runs on a complex managed runtime environment, such as the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). JVM performs various complex optimisations and features which are not obvious to the developer. Thus, there are a number of
sources of non-determinism in JVM (e.g., JIT, thread scheduling, garbage collection) that affect the overall performance of a program and make it difficult to properly benchmark it; in contrast to compiled programming languages such as C++ with more stable performance. Hence, it may sometimes not be apparent to the developer how a particular code that he/she wrote affects the performance of the program.

Because of this lack of easy understanding of the performance impact that data structures have, developers tend to use only a subset of the available data structures that they feel familiar with. Also they use data structures that are considered to work well in most general use cases, without however thinking the potential benefits that other data structures can have. In real-world Github open-source applications (as we describe in Section 3.4), we noticed the extensive usage of one implementation over the others; e.g., ArrayList, which is considered to work very well in most cases, has a much bigger use when compared with LinkedList. We observed that there are many optimisation opportunities by using other data structures and by tuning their parameters which are neglected or not discovered.

2.3.2 Java Collection Framework

The Java collections framework (JCF) is a set of classes and interfaces that implement commonly reusable container-like data structures [119]. The framework (Figure 2.4) contains a) interfaces: abstract data types that represent collections, b) implementations of the collection interfaces and c) polymorphic algorithms: for useful computations on objects that implement collection framework; e.g., sorting, searching, composition, shuffling and so on.

Collections do not need to be assigned a certain capacity when instantiated, since they come with some default values; e.g., the initial size of an ArrayList is 10. However, most collections provide parameters that allow the developer to change the default capacity value. A collection can grow and shrink in size automatically when items are added or removed; e.g., an ArrayList will increase its size by 1.5 if the number of items exceeds the available pre-allocated memory.

There are 4 main types of Java collections available List, Map, Set and Queue (Figure 2.4). For each of those data structures there exist usually more than one
available implementation under the corresponding interface; e.g., for the List data structure, the developer can use either an ArrayList, a LinkedList or a Vector. Some of the implementations are thread-safe (e.g., Vector) and some are not (e.g., ArrayList). Some of them store data sorted (e.g., TreeMap) and some do not contain duplicate elements (e.g., TreeMap).

### 2.3.3 Tradeoffs in Collection Implementations

Choosing a suitable collection implementation is a process that needs careful analysis and understanding of the internal details.

**Time** Usually developers choose a collection based on the asymptotic time complexity of the operations on them. In most cases, this approach works for large datasets, but it is not a good measure when the collection contains a small number of items. For small sizes, the constant values matter [118]. Also, using only the asymptotic cost is not enough because the performance of a collection depends on other factors such as the data locality of items (as shown in Figure 2.5), the cost and the approach used to increase or decrease its size, the cost of computing a hash
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**Figure 2.4:** Java Collection Framework.
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![Diagram of memory layout]

Figure 2.5: Memory layout of an ArrayList with integers for a 32-bit JVM.

function etc.

Memory Consumption Collections differ significantly between them also on the space that they consume and the data they store. In Java, all data are stored in collections as references to objects. Thus, someone has to calculate not only the size of the data itself but also the additional space consumed by the reference (e.g., extra 4 bytes for each entry in an ArrayList) to estimate the memory consumption of the implementation that wants to choose. In Figure 2.5 we see the memory layout of an ArrayList implemented in Java. Except for the apparent increase in memory because of using references instead of accessing data directly, there is an additional time overhead as well. This overhead comes from the need of converting primitive types into objects and the reverse and the extract step for accessing data through references and not directly. In our example, if the developer chooses a LinkedList instead, each object stores a reference to the actual element, and two references to the next and previous entries in the list adding extra memory overhead (2 * 4 bytes for each entry stored).

Time/Memory Tradeoff It is significant to mention that when choosing an implementation of a particular collection, there is usually a tradeoff between execution time and memory consumption. For example, we can initially define an ArrayList
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Figure 2.6: When an `ArrayList` is used with default parameters, it allocates memory for 10 entries.

with large size, such that we do not need to resize it when we insert new data. This way we can improve the execution time, but we will waste potentially much memory; *e.g.*, in Figure 2.6 space for 10 entries is pre-allocated, but we insert only three items in the `ArrayList`. On the other hand, we can pre-allocate less memory, but that will impact the execution time negatively because of the need to dynamically resize each time the `ArrayList` is full. Similarly, selecting a `LinkedList` over `ArrayList` would save memory space but would make update operations slower.

### 2.3.4 Empirical Rigorous Performance Evaluation

Our optimisation framework, ARTEMIS, supports multi-objective optimisation and, more specifically, aims to optimise execution time, memory consumption and CPU usage. Getting correct measurements for those objectives affects the optimisation process significantly. Usually, one of the main concerns when benchmarking Java applications is on how to do the benchmark correctly, because there exist non-determinism at run-time and many factors that affect performance, as we mentioned previously in Section 2.3.1.

A lot of research work [120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125] has pointed out the difficulty of quantifying correctly managed runtimes. More specifically, recent work on Java performance benchmarking [126, 127] pointed out the significance of conducting a careful, well-chosen and well-motivated experimental design. The authors also mentioned that results presented in every Java performance study are subject to the available benchmarks, the implementation of the Virtual Machine, the hardware and their benchmark inputs. Thus, when reporting performance results, we need to appropriately describe the exact details of how we obtained them and follow suggested research methodologies. Otherwise, the results that we report may present a skewed view. Mytkowicz *et al.* [120] presented such surprising skewed
results by showing that systems researchers can easily make the wrong conclusions from an experiment and introduce measurement bias because of seemingly harmless aspect in the experimental setup. They further pointed out the significance of such measurement bias in leading to a performance analysis that may present wrong conclusions and how the existing research papers (survey of 133 recent papers) ignore and do not report measurement bias.

There exist several performance benchmarking methodologies used in the many research papers that try to provide robust benchmark methodologies to address the issues mentioned previously [3, 126]. Some of them suggest to run the same experiments for many executions and report mean and median confidence intervals and effect sizes. Other methodologies report the best performance and some other report the worst. In some experiments the same experiment is run multiple times within a single VM invocation in some others they include for every experiment a VM invocation as well.

### 2.3.5 Data Structure Optimisation and Bloat

A body of work [128, 117, 129, 130, 131, 132, 103] has attempted to identify bloat arising from data structures. In 2009, Shacham et al. [118, 133] introduced a semantic profiler that provides online collection-usage semantics for Java programs. They instrumented Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to gather the usage statistics of collection data structures. Using heuristics, they suggest a potentially better choice for a data structure for a program. Though developers can add heuristics, if they lack sufficient knowledge about the data structures, they may bias the heuristics and jeopardise the effectiveness of the approach. Also, the proposed approach is specific to the JVM the authors use, meaning that this approach is not transferable to other non-JVM programming languages.

The proposal of this thesis, ARTEMIS directly uses the performance of a data structure profiled against a set of performance tests to determine the optimal choices of data structures. Those performance tests are selected from a well accepted
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1 A program is bloated when execution time and memory consumption is high compared to what the program actually accomplishes.
performance benchmark (Dacapo) and from a set of randomly selected Github projects that follow ARTEMIS’s constraints. Therefore, ARTEMIS does not depend on expert human knowledge about the internal implementation and performance differences of data structures to formulate heuristics. Instead, ARTEMIS relies on carefully-chosen performance tests to minimize bias. Furthermore, ARTEMIS directly modifies the program instead of providing hints, thus users can use the fine-tuned program ARTEMIS generates without any additional manual adjustment.

Other frameworks provide users with manually or automatically generated selection heuristics to improve the data structure selection process. JitDS [134] exploits declarative specifications embedded by experts in data structures to adapt them. CollectionSwitch [135] uses data and user-defined performance rules to select other data structure variants. Brainy [136] provides users with machine learning cost models that guide the selection of data structures. ARTEMIS does not require expert annotations, user-defined rules or any machine learning knowledge. Storage strategies [137] changes VMs to optimize their performance on collections that contain a single primitive type; ARTEMIS rewrites source code and handles user-defined types and does not make VM modifications.

In 2014, Manotas et al. [31] introduced a collection data structure replacement and optimisation framework named SEEDS. Their framework replaces the collection data structures in Java applications with other data structures exhaustively and automatically select the most energy efficient one to improve the overall energy performance of the application. Conceptually, ARTEMIS extends this approach to optimise both the data structures and their initialization parameters. ARTEMIS also extends the optimisation objectives from single objective to triple objectives and used Pareto non-dominated solutions to show the trade-offs between these objectives. Due to a much larger search space in our problem, the exhaustive exploration search that used by SEEDS is not practical, therefore we adopted meta-heuristic search.

Furthermore, ARTEMIS directly transforms the source code of the programs whilst SEEDS transforms the bytecode, so ARTEMIS provides developers more intuitive information about what was changed and teaches them to use more efficient
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Figure 2.7: An instance illustrating the problem of reporting misleading metrics: the 'best' method is shown on the left and the empirical rigorous method is shown on the right (Figure borrowed from [3]).

data structures. Moreover, ARTEMIS can be more easily applied to other languages as it does not depend on language specific static analysers and refactoring tools such as WALA [138] and Eclipse IDE’s refactoring tools. In order to support another language we just need the grammar of that language and to implement a visitor that extracts a program’s Darwinian data structures. We note that ANTLR, which ARTEMIS uses, currently provides many available grammar languages.\(^2\)

Apart from the novelties mentioned above, we conduct the largest empirical study to our knowledge compared to similar work. In the studies mentioned above, only 4 to 7 subjects were included in the experiments. Our study included the DaCapo benchmark, 30 sampled Github subjects and 8 well-written popular subjects to show the effectiveness of ARTEMIS, therefore our results are empirically more meaningful. We also applied ARTEMIS in C++.

To mitigate instability and incorrect results we followed state of the art evaluation methods [3, 139, 140, 141]. Initially, as those methodologies suggest, before we run the experiments, we differentiate VM start-up and steady-state. We run each experiment for 30 runs, and we compute effect sizes and mean and median interval confidences; reporting best or worst values may be misleading as the example in Figure 2.7 shows. We followed all the suggested techniques and methodologies to

\(^2\)https://github.com/antlr/grammars-v4/
In recent years, Blockchain technology has become very popular as the decentralised technology used in Bitcoin [143] and other cryptocurrencies. Industrial sectors, led by the Financial sector, realised that they could use the Blockchain technology for diverse applications far beyond cryptocurrencies. In academia, Blockchain attracted interest because of the research problems that arise when having a single real-world system that combines so many different research areas, such as cryptography, distributed database management, programming languages and economic
Figure 2.9: Transaction Example: In blockchain, an account with a key pair (public key and private key) is representing a wallet for submitting transactions.

Blockchain

2.4. Blockchain

Bitcoin is the first real-world public implementation of Blockchain with significant success. Bitcoin was first proposed in 2008 [143] on the cryptography mailing list at metzdowd.com by an anonymous author called Satoshi Nakamoto. The described Blockchain by Nakamoto is a continuously growing public distributed ledger that stores committed transactions (see Figure 2.9) in a chain of blocks (Figure 2.8). The main characteristics of the Blockchain technology are: persistent data (once data are written in the Blockchain they cannot be removed or lost), decentralised environment (any user can join the network), audibility (chain blocks include all history of transactions) and anonymity (users participate in the network by using private and public key cryptography). To allow transactions take place in a decentralised environment with no trusted authorities, Blockchain uses several essential technologies such as asymmetric cryptography for digital signatures (a user wallet consists of a public and private key), cryptographic hashes, and distributed consensus mechanisms (Proof of Work, Proof of Stake).

Apart from cryptocurrencies, Blockchain has been used (or is under development to be used) in various services such as digital assets (store and track diamond purchases on the Blockchain), energy trading (connect energy grid with a Blockchain grid for payments), automotive industry (cars connected into a Blockchain can automatically pay toll fees) and other online payments use cases [144, 145, 146, 147]. Additionally, Blockchain is considered a promising technology for the Internet in-
teraction systems of the future, such as smart contracts [148], public services [149], Internet of Things (IoT) [150, 151] and health services [152].

The most popular Blockchain product (October 2017), as we mentioned previously, is Bitcoin with tremendous success (capital market of 91-92 billion dollars in October 2017 according to coinmarketcap\(^3\)). Then Ethereum [153] was introduced as the first successful public implementation of a Blockchain that supports programmable Smart Contracts and a capital market of 28 billion dollars in October 2017. The hype continued with other public products that leverage the Blockchain technology, such as Monero [154], ZCash [155] that provide anonymous transactions, Ripple that aims to become the cryptocurrency that financial institutions will use to do payments and IOTA [156], a product that connects Internet of Things devices using a distributed network. Figure 2.10 shows other popular public Blockchain projects. Last but not least, there exist some commercial products that aim to provide private Blockchain solutions such as IBM Hyperledger [157], R3 Corda [158] or Ethereum Alliance.

Technically, a Blockchain is a distributed peer-to-peer shared ledger (fully

\(^3\)https://coinmarketcap.com
replicated between all participants or so-called miners) that allows transactions
between several members in a verifiable and permanent way [143, 153], without the
need of a trusted third party, e.g., banks, credit card companies, etc. The Blockchain
maintains a consistent view in a secure and fault-tolerant way in a permission-less
environment accessible to everyone. Users smoothly join and leave the system
without having any global knowledge of the number of participants and yet the
Blockchain network operates smoothly.

Users communicate with the Blockchain through transactions which are verified
and accepted by its miners. The term “transactions” implies that either that completes
and is accepted as part of the Blockchain or not done at all. An accepted transaction
in the Blockchain is immutable, and no other transaction can modify it. Every
transaction is always cryptographically signed by the sender (creator), ensuring that
only the participant holding the keys can make such a transaction. Conceptually, we
can consider Blockchain as a transaction-based state machine, and each transaction
updates its state.

In a database context, we can see a Blockchain as a distributed database where
each node has a full copy of the data and transactions happen using cryptographic
methods; instead of using some sql-like query language. Miners are continually
monitoring the transactions broadcasted in the peer-to-peer network, pick a number
of them and construct a block of transactions which they then propose for inclusion
in the shared ledger. Each block contains a list of transactions and some metadata,
such as timestamp, a Merkle hash of the transactions, the hash to the parent block.
If all other miners accept a miner’s block, then it is added in the Blockchain, and
usually, the miner gets a reward.

2.4.1 Consensus Layer

A consensus protocol includes the rules that determine how to add a block in the
Blockchain and how to reward miners. The Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchain use
the proof of work consensus protocol, in which a miner has to solve a puzzle before
suggesting a block in the Blockchain. The lead miner announces the block to all
other miners. Other miners verify that the proposed block follows specific predefined
rules and constraints, e.g., preventing “double spending”. If the block is valid, then miners include it in their copy of the Blockchain. To resolve issues where blockchain splits into multiple chains, miners follow the chain with the longest length.

Most of the existing Blockchain systems rely on the proof of work (PoW) [159] consensus mechanism. PoW works by providing each peer voting rights based on their “computing power”, by solving proof of work puzzles and building the relevant hash blocks. In Bitcoin, the PoW requires the brute-force finding of hash-value that has specific characteristics. More specifically, a miner has to find a nonce value, such that when merged with the block parameters (e.g., the hash of the previous block and a Merkle hash), the value of the hash has to be smaller than the current hash value. The miner that will find first such a nonce creates the new block and transmits it to the Blockchain network; it takes approximately 10 minutes to find such a block on Bitcoin. The other peers of the network verify the specific properties of the block and include the block in their copy of the Blockchain.

Proof-of-stake (PoS) [160] was proposed to provide an alternative faster version of PoW. In PoS-based cryptocurrencies, the creator of the next block is determined based on various combinations of random selection and wealth or age (i.e., the stake). The idea is that instead of solving the Proof-of-Work, the miner that creates a block has to give a proof that it owns a specific amount of coins before being accepted by the network. Creating a block includes sending coins to oneself, which confirms the ownership. The network Blockchain network specifies the number of target coins by adjusting a difficulty mechanism, similar to PoW. The difficulty ensures that the Blockchain will add new blocks in some approximate constant time.

2.4.2 Types of Blockchain Systems

Based on who has access to the Blockchain and how it adds new blocks, there exist Permissionless, Permissioned and Hybrid Blockchains (Figure 2.11).

2.4.2.1 Permissionless Blockchain

A permissionless Blockchain is public, decentralised, anonymous and open to everyone. The environment is untrusted, and everyone can participate in validating
transactions and mining new blocks. Bitcoin and Ethereum are the two most famous examples of permissionless blockchain systems. The consensus mechanism used in permissionless blockchain is one that allows the network to agree on a shared state, even though untrusted participants may try to trick the network; under the assumption that the number of trusted participants is at least 51%. The most popular consensus algorithms used in permissionless Blockchains are Proof of Work and Proof of Stake. However, their scalability and transaction throughput is low when compared to traditional distributed database systems.

2.4.2.2 Permissioned Blockchain

Permissioned Blockchains attracted attention after Bitcoin and Ethereum became popular. Financial and other sectors started looking at how to use Blockchain technology to solve problems between participants that may not trust each other, how to share data securely and how to avoid third-party intermediaries. A permissioned Blockchain is one that restricts the number of participants in the consensus algorithm. In particular, the existing peers need to approve a new participant before joining those that can propose and validate transactions in the Blockchain. Usually, the number of participants in a permissioned Blockchain system is small (between 10 to 100), there is no notion of a currency and the consensus algorithm used is not proof-based. Because all the participants are known, faster consensus algorithms can
be used such as PBFT [161] or Paxos [162] allowing higher transaction throughput and better scalability. Example of permissioned Blockchains, popular to the financial industry, are IBM Hyperledger Fabric [157], Private Ethereum Consortium [163] (a version of Ethereum which runs on top of different consensus algorithm and limited to specific participants only) and Corda R3 [164].

2.4.2.3 Hybrid Blockchain
Other work has proposed Hybrid Blockchain solutions [165, 166, 167] to address scalability issues of permissionless Blockchains. In particular, Hybrid Blockchains try to combine public and private Blockchains into a single network. In a hybrid Blockchain, a specific number of supernodes (usually fast servers with significant processing power) are considered miners and allowed to validate transactions, but anyone can participate in the network. The consensus protocol used is also a version of PBFT [161] because the supernodes (miners) are few and known to each other. Note that users have to trust the specific number of supernodes, thus there is some kind of centralisation in the network. Other solutions try to address scalability issues by storing some of the data on-chain and some off-chain [168, 169, 170]

2.4.3 Ethereum Blockchain
The focus of our paper is on Ethereum Blockchain, the first public implementation of a Blockchain that supports programmable smart contracts. Ethereum is considered a more generalised Blockchain platform that combines the notion of public economic consensus via proof of work (or eventually proof of stake) with the abstraction power of a stateful Turing-complete virtual machine. Ethereum allows developers to generate applications that benefit from the decentralisation and security properties of Blockchains, bypassing the need for building a new Blockchain for each new application. Members use Ethereum for simple transactions, similarly to Bitcoin, but additionally to write decentralised applications using smart contracts.

The success of Ethereum as a public Blockchain led to a private permissioned Ethereum Blockchain version used by various (financial mostly) institutions. More specifically, cloud providers, such as Microsoft Azure, provide Blockchain as a
service that allows participants to create their private Blockchain network. Then, they can easily run their decentralised applications on top of it. Institutions are more interested in the immutability aspect of the Blockchain as they can use it as a proof to regulators that particular transactions happened; without someone having the ability to remove those transactions. Also, institutions aim to combine legal contracts with programmable smart contracts, with the aim to minimise the cost by removing third-party legal intermediaries [144].

Another reason to use private Ethereum Blockchain is the fact that participants can share data easily because the Ethereum protocol will keep the data consistent automatically on the background. Last, for private Blockchains, the participants would like to be more flexible, when they develop decentralised applications, and to use more traditional software deployment and versioning mechanisms, which currently do not exist. Thus, the participants are more willing to agree on upgrading existing smart contracts with new features and not rely on immutable code that they cannot change in case of bugs.
Contrary to Bitcoin that has only user accounts that hold coins, Ethereum provides two types of accounts. Both those accounts share the same address space. Ethereum has traditional external accounts (user wallets that hold the Ether coin) that use asymmetric public and private key pairs. It also has contract accounts (smart contracts) that are managed by code saved in them and run on top of Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) (Figure 2.12). Users can send Ether coins between them using standard transactions, but also they can add more complicated logic in programmable contracts, which can also commit transactions.

The address of an external account is its public key, and the address of a contract account is automatically assigned when created; the address of the contract is generated from the address of the contract creator and the number of transactions sent from that address (“nonce”). EVM handles equally both types of accounts with the only distinction that the external accounts do not have storage and code associated with them. The way a user sends Ether from his wallet to another user’s wallet is similar to sending Ether to a smart contract. The user enters the recipient’s address that he/she wants to send the Ether, without necessarily knowing if that is an external owner or a smart contract account.

The smart contracts provided in Ethereum are quite attractive to users as they can run distributed applications (Dapps). Dapps can include storage, payments, and cryptographic services all in the context of a contract script. Users have used smart
contracts to build a wide range of distributed application including applications that can exchange automatically financial instruments (money, content, currencies, financial derivatives, savings wallets, wills, etc), autonomous governance applications [171] or even gambling applications [172]. Figure 2.13 shows the number of available accounts (both user account addresses and smart contract addresses) deployed on Ethereum between January 2016 and October 2017. We can see that there are more than 10 million accounts in Ethereum and from those addresses, more than 1 million are smart contract accounts.

A deployed Ethereum smart contract is public, and anyone can interact with it through transactions. Once a smart contract is deployed, its code is immutable. That means that we can access the functions the contract has, but we can not add more functions to it. In particular, because Blockchain is running in a trustless environment, the idea is that participants should trust only the code deployed and not have trust on some other entity that has the right to update the contract. Thus, developers should test well the functionalities of a smart contract, before they deploy it on the Blockchain; they will not be able to fix bugs if the contract has any.

The code of an Ethereum contract is written in a low-level, stack-based bytecode language referred to as Ethereum virtual machine (EVM) code. Usually, developers define contracts using higher-level programming languages (e.g., Solidity, a Javascript-like language), which are compiled to EVM code. To invoke a contract at a specific address, users send a transaction to the contact's address. A transaction usually includes payment (to the contract) for the execution (in Ether) and input data for invocation.

2.4.3.2 A Smart Contract Example.

Listing 2.1 is a straightforward simplified contract, written in Solidity, which can be used to issue new tokens/currencies inside the Ethereum ecosystem; a highly used contract by different organisations to raise funding in Ether. When the creator of the MyToken contract publishes it on the Blockchain, the EVM executes the code inside the constructor first. The constructor assigns an initial amount of tokens to the contract creator. The contract uses a mapping called balances that keeps track
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```solidity
contract MyToken {
  mapping (address => uint256) public balances;
  constructor (uint256 supply) {
    balances[msg.sender] = supply;
  }

  function transfer(address _to, uint256 _value) {
    require(balances[msg.sender] >= _value);
    require(balances[_to] + _value >= balances[_to]);
    balances[msg.sender] -= _value;
    balances[_to] += _value;
  }
}
```

Listing 2.1: "A simple contract in Solidity that can be used to issue a new token."

**Figure 2.14:** When a transaction is accepted on the Blockchain, each mining node change their Blockchain state.

users and their number of tokens. A user can transfer the token to any other user or contract by sending a transaction that calls the `transfer` function in Line 6. The transaction should contain the information of the sender, the value (amount of Ether sent to the contract), the gas to be spent and the included data of the invocation transaction function; all those data are stored in variable name called `msg` which is part of the Ethereum instruction set.

2.4.3.3 Ethereum Virtual Machine

The EVM runtime environment is sandboxed and runs in isolation, meaning that the code inside EVM has no access to network, filesystem or other processes. EVM
maps addresses (160-bit words) to account states. An account state contains code, persistent private storage, nonce and the balance (see Figure 2.15). EVM also has access to several global parameters (e.g., the current number of Ether, the gas price, the current block difficulty or current block gas limit), but the accounts store the most states. The Ethereum Virtual Machine has three areas where it can store items a) storage, b) memory and c) stack. During execution, EVM maintains an infinitely expandable byte-array termed “memory”, the “program counter” pointing to the current instruction, and a stack of 32-byte values. At the start of execution, memory and stack are empty, and the program counter is zero.

**Ether** Ether is the cryptocurrency that comes with the Ethereum Blockchain platforms. When Ethereum first went public the total number of Ether was 90 million. New Ether are generated continuously with a predefined rate, which are used as payment to the miners that find and add new blocks in the Blockchain. Ether is considered a necessary element, a fuel, for running the Ethereum on a fully open decentralised setting. It is a method of reimbursement made by the consumers of the platform to the machines executing the requested transactions. Note that Ether can be ignored, if desired, on private Ethereum networks.

**Gas** Ethereum supports the code execution in an open distributed system; each
miner of the Blockchain executes the code. To pay miners for the resources they use to execute the code, Ethereum introduced a measure which is called “gas”. The Blockchain network pays the miners in gas based on the amount of work they did. Gas is also essential for putting an upper limit on how much work a transaction can execute; this is necessary for an open environment where some participants may deliberately consume many resources. When a user creates a transaction, he/she associates a default amount of gas with it. While the EVM is executing a transaction, the gas is gradually consumed based on what operations it executes. The creator of the transaction sets the gas price (in Ether) upfront and the maximum amount that wants to pay. Usually, miners will prioritise those transactions that pay the highest price of gas. If the transaction executes successfully, the remaining gas returns to the sending account. If the transaction uses all the gas but has not yet finished, then the EVM throws an out of gas exception error and reverts all the modifications made by the transaction, without refunding the gas.

**Storage** Each account has a storage area where all state variables reside. EVM implements storage as a key-value store of 256-bit words and is persistent among function calls. Operations for reading and modifying storage are quite expensive to use; obtaining a new storage cell costs 20,000 gas, transforming an occupied cell costs 5,000 gas, reading a cell costs 200 gas. It is not feasible to enumerate storage, and a contract cannot read/write other contract’s storage apart from its own. We can resemble the storage with a hard drive; once the code runs, the EVM records everything, and in the next contract call, we will have access to all the earlier acquired data.

**Memory** Each account can also use the memory, of which a contract receives a freshly cleared instance for each message call. Memory is used to hold temporary values; e.g., function arguments, local variables and storing return values. We can compare memory with RAM; when the computer (in our case the EVM) is switched off, it erases all the data that reside in memory. Structurally, memory is a linear byte array. Initially, its size is zero, and it expands by words of 256-bits. It costs only three gas items to read and record one digital word. As for the memory extension,
it becomes more expensive depending on the current size. The storing of several Kbytes will be cheap enough, but 1Mbyte will already cost millions of gas because the price grows quadratically.

**Stack** The EVM is a stack-based machine with a maximum size of 1024 elements of 256 bits each. It is used to conduct all the EVM calculations, and costs as much to use as the memory. Access to the stack is limited to the top end and data are moved from stack to storage or memory. It is not feasible to access arbitrary elements deeper in the stack without first removing the top of the stack. If a Stack overflow happens, the contract implementation stops and EVM throws an exception.

### 2.4.3.4 Contract State Transitions / Transactions

An external account can launch two types of transactions: a sending transaction and a contract-creating transaction. A sending transaction is a standard transaction, containing a receiving address, an ether amount, a data byte-array and some additional parameters, and a signature from the private key associated with the sender account (Figure 2.16). A contract creating transaction looks like a standard transaction, except the receiving address is blank. When the Blockchain accepts a contract-creating transaction, the data byte-array in the transaction represents the EVM code, and the
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**Figure 2.16:** Internal fields of a transaction.
value returned by that EVM execution is the code of the new contract; by default, the EVM executes the code defined in the constructor of the contract. The address of the new contract is deterministically computed based on the sending address and the number of times that the sending account has made a transaction before (called the account nonce). When the called account is an external account, a simple balance transfer occurs. Otherwise, when the called account is a contract, after the balance transfer, the called contract's code is executed.

A transaction belongs to a block. A block is a unit of agreement among Ethereum nodes. EVM has special instructions that read the block number and the cryptographic hash values of some previous blocks. Since a block defines a prior block but not a unique successor, blocks in the network sometimes may form a tree, but, as far as the states of EVM are concerned, only one branch in the tree matters. Because of this, we can think of EVM as a sequentially executed machine.

2.4.3.5 Message calls

A contract can call other contracts, send Ether to regular accounts or even create other new contracts, by using message calls. Message calls are quite similar to transactions as they both have a source address, a target address, data payload (calldata), Ether, gas and return data. Each contract has access to the calldata payload. The payload of calldata is an immutable, non-persistent area where the function identifier and its arguments are stored, and has a similar structure to memory. After a message call has finished execution, it can return data and store them at a location in the caller's memory preallocated by the caller. Calls are limited to a depth of 1024, meaning that for more complex operations, developers should favour loops over recursive calls.

2.4.3.6 Function Dispatch

To execute a particular function of a contract, the user must specify the name of the function in the transaction’s calldata (msg.data). The EVM uses an identifier from the calldata (function definition and its parameters) to load the corresponding code. In particular, EVM contains an immutable internal mapping (vtable) with key a unique function identifier (generated by the 4 first bytes of the result of the keccak256 hash function, bytes4(keccak256("f(param)"))) and value a reference
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Figure 2.17: Function dispatch example in smart contracts.

that points to the correct section of code for execution. If the function identifier matches one of the function identifiers of the contract, the EVM executes the code of the function. Figure 2.17 shows an example of how EVM dispatches a function written in Solidity and the corresponding EVM pseudocode that the compiler generates. The EVM loads the corresponding bytecode for the withdraw function, by using its identifier’s value 0xe3710ed0.

If none of the contract’s functions matches the given function identifier, the EVM executes an unnamed function, called the fallback function (Figure 2.17). The fallback function cannot have arguments (except the ones in msg.data), cannot return data and is always externally visible. If a contract receives Ether (without any data in the message call), the EVM executes the fallback function and, if it contains the payable keyword, then it allows the contract to receive Ether. The fallback function has a limit of 2300 gas when the user chooses the send command for sending Ether, without allowing other more complex operations except basic logging; the send command has no way to specify the gas amount. Similarly to other functions, the fallback function can execute complex operations, as long as there is enough gas passed on to it.

2.4.3.7 Types of Message Calls

Solidity supports two other very important variations of message call, the delegatecall and callcode commands. Those two variations allow the code
contract Caller {
  function foo(Relay relay, Target target, uint input) {
    relay.f_delegate_call(target, input);
  }
}

contract Relay {
  uint public dummy;
  address public sender_address;

  function f_call(address target, uint input) {
    // Use Target’s storage, Target is modified
    target.call(sig(), input);
  }

  function f_callcode(address target, uint input) {
    // Use Relay’s storage, Target is not modified
    target.callcode(sig(), input);
  }

  function f_delegate_call(address t, uint input) {
    // Use Relay’s storage, Target is not modified
    target.delegatecall(sig(), input);
  }

  function sig() returns (bytes4){
    return bytes4(keccak256("set_dummy(uint256)"));
  }
}

contract Target {
  uint public dummy;
  address public sender_address;

  function set_dummy(uint input) {
    dummy = input;
    // sender_address is Relay’s address for call and
callcode
    // sender_address is Caller’s address for delegatecall
    sender_address = msg.sender;
  }
}

Listing 2.2: Code that demonstrates the differences between callcode, delegatecall, and call commands.
of a target address to be executed in the context of the calling contract. The \texttt{delegatecall} and \texttt{callcode} instructions were introduced as low level instructions to implement libraries in Solidity. The main feature of a library is that it does not own any storage, but it can have access to the storage of the contract that is using the library. Thus, a library provides functions which can be executed by multiple different contracts, avoiding the need to have duplicate code in the Blockchain.

In this thesis, we use \texttt{delegatecall} and \texttt{callcode} to provide upgradeable contracts to the user. In particular, we utilise the properties of those commands to execute dynamically code from another contract (we name them child contracts) in the context of an existing contract (we name this contract as parent contract). To understand the differences between those message calls, we use the example code in Listing 2.2 (modified version from stackoverflow [173]) and its abstract visual representation in Figure 2.18.

In Listing 2.2, we define three contracts: \texttt{Caller}, \texttt{Relay} and \texttt{Target}. \texttt{Target} is the main contract that contains the final code to be executed and in which all calls will eventually conclude. \texttt{Relay} is an intermediate contract that forwards calls to the \texttt{Target} contract, and it contains three simple set functions. \texttt{Caller} contract acts as the user that will call the \texttt{f_delegate_call} function of \texttt{Relay} contract.

When \texttt{Relay} does \texttt{call} on \texttt{Target}, the code runs in the context of \texttt{Target}, but
Relay uses the storage of Target. When Relay does `callcode` or `delegatecall` on Target, the code runs in the context of Relay; the code of Target is in Relay. Whenever the code writes to storage, it writes to the the storage of the Relay contract, instead of the Target contract. EVM matches the storage beteen contracts by using an offsetting mechanism. More specifically, the variables of the child contract are references to the variables of the parent contract; the first integer in the parent contract correlates with the first integer in the child contract.

When a contract is called, there is a special variable `msg.sender` that stores the address of the caller and a `msg.value` variable that refers to the amount of Ether sent to the contract. Those two variables are vital to Ethereum because they are used to associate users with their wallet accounts as well as to provide Ether transfer and payment between them. When `delegatecall` is used to forward the call to a new contract, it also propagates the `msg.sender` and the `msg.value` unchanged to the new contract; `callcode` does not forward those two variables and this is the main difference with `delegatecall`. In particular, when Relay does `callcode` on Target, `msg.sender` inside Target is Relay (Figure 2.18). When an account Caller invokes Relay, and Relay does `delegatecall` on Target, `msg.sender` inside Target is Caller. That means that Target has the same `msg.sender` and `msg.value` as Relay.

2.4.4 Security issues with Solidity smart contracts

Solidity was designed as a new high-level programming language that aimed to be a Turing complete language and allow developers to write smart contracts easily. However, many vulnerabilities and attacks on the Ethereum Blockchain happened because of design flaws of the language (e.g., `transaction.origin` command) or because developers did not use it properly.

The most popular hack incident that happened in Ethereum was the DAO incident [174] where the attacker exploited the reentrancy vulnerability to steal over 3,600,000 Ether ( 30M USD the time the hack happened). More specifically, DAO was a smart contract designed to represent a fully autonomous, decentralised organisation where rules and the structure of traditional organisations are specified.
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in the code, without the need for a central authority. Another popular hack happened to MultiSig contract [175], in which the attacker managed to steal 150,000 Ether (30M USD) because of a wrong usage of the delegatecall command.

Most of such hacks happened in Ethereum because of the following security issues:

- Call to unknown. Solidity supports call forwards using call, delegatecall, send functions and there is a risk that those calls may execute unknown malicious code. We need tools, like PROTEUS, that will help developers use those functions properly by automatically re-writing their code, using proven re-writing rules.

- Re-entrancy. A contract may allow a function to re-enter a caller function before it terminates; a function is executed multiple times, while the scope was to allow only one execution. Such vulnerability was used to the DAO attack and later led to Ethereum fork [174].

- Private, Public confusion. Some design decisions that developers of the Solidity language have taken, which are different from most commonly used programming language have, introduced errors. For example, if a function does not include the keyword private or public in its definition, is by default public; in Java and other popular languages the default value is private. This confusion led to a function in the Parity Multisig Wallet to be public instead of private and as a result to be called by a hacker.

- Immutability. When developers identify a buggy contract, they cannot update it, and thus they have usually to kill it or prevent other users from calling it, trying at the same time to move its money or metadata in other contracts.

- Lost Ether. If a transaction refers to an unknown (orphan) address and sends money (Ether) to it, then that money is lost and cannot be retrieved [175].

- Transaction Ordering Dependency. Errors may appear when the assumed state of the Blockchain is different from the real one. During the mining process,
miners give an order to transactions, and this order may affect the correct execution. Sergey et al. [176] analysed in depth this problem by examining the similarities between multi-transactional behaviours of smart contracts and classical shared-memory concurrency issues.

2.4.5 Research Findings on Ethereum Smart Contracts

Most of the research on Ethereum focuses on identifying security issues and bugs in smart contracts. Delmolino et al. [177] presented a study in which they taught students how to program smart contracts, and they exposed numerous common traps in designing secure smart contracts. They noticed problems such as contracts that do not refund their users, sensitive user data exposed without encryption, and lack of incentives for the developers to take specific actions. They further proposed approaches to mitigate these faults and suggest best practices for smart contracts programming. However, they did not develop a systematic approach for detecting such smart contracts problems.

Atzei et al. [178] described many attacks related to Solidity, the EVM and the Ethereum Blockchain, execution model. They also defined 12 vulnerabilities which contract creators should take into consideration when writing contracts. Cook et al. [179] also focused on Ethereum Smart contract security issues and recommended a live monitoring and protection system for smart contracts.

Luu et al. [180] recommended methods to improve the operational semantics of Ethereum and decrease the number of vulnerabilities in contracts. They introduced Oyente, a symbolic execution-based tool that finds potential security issues in smart contracts. OYENTE takes as input the bytecode of a contract and the Ethereum global state and notifies the developer about security problems. Oyente targets issues such as mishandled exceptions, transaction-ordering dependence, timestamp-dependencies and reentrancy. Among 19,336 Ethereum contracts, Oyente succeeded to flag 8,833 of them as vulnerable.

Kalra et al. [181] also focused on smart contract bugs. They presented ZEUS, a formal verification framework for smart contracts that allows users to build and verify correctness and fairness policies over them. ZEUS uses both abstract interpretation
and symbolic model checking to verify contracts for safety. In their evaluation, the authors state that about 94.6% of contracts (that hold cryptocurrency worth more than $0.5 billion) are vulnerable.

Tikhomirov et al. [182] provided a comprehensive classification of code issues in Solidity and developed SmartCheck, a static analysis tool to discover security vulnerabilities. They use ANTLR to parse Solidity source code and a custom grammar to generate an XML-based intermediate representation; they use XPath queries to detect vulnerabilities. SmartCheck cannot detect bugs that require more sophisticated techniques, but it has the benefit of notifying developers for fixing simple bugs fast.

Nikolic et al. [183] proposed a new class of trace vulnerabilities, after investigating multiple invocations of a contract over its lifetime. They focused on finding contracts that lock user’s fund permanently, leak them accidentally to arbitrary users, or anyone can kill them. They developed MAIAN, a tool that precisely specifies and reasons about trace properties. In their evaluation of approximately one million contracts, MAIAN flagged 34,200 (2,365 distinct) contracts vulnerable, in 10 seconds per contract.

Other researchers have focused their attention on finding solutions for other issues that smart contracts introduce such as data privacy, gas consumption, blockchain scalability and secure communication between Blockchain and other external resources. Chen et al. [10] developed GASPER, an automatic analysis tool that detects gas-costly programming patterns. GASPER takes as input the bytecode of the contract and uses symbolic executions to generate a control flow graph to detect such patterns. Zhang et al. [184] presented Town Crier, an authenticated data feed system that acts as a bridge between smart contracts and existing external websites, which are already generally trusted for non-blockchain applications. It combines a blockchain front end with a trusted hardware back end to scrape HTTPS-enabled websites and serve source-authenticated data to relying on smart contracts. Kosba et al. [148] presented Hawk, a decentralised smart contract system that preserves transactional privacy from the public’s view by not storing financial transactions in
the clear on the Blockchain. Christidis et al. [185] focused on the issues that have to be solved when connecting Blockchain networks with the Internet of Things (IoT) devices and they identified some solutions and workarounds.

Even though some of those research findings point out the limitations and the security issues that arise because of the immutability aspect of smart contracts in Ethereum, they do not tackle this problem. None of the existing research work, to the best of our knowledge, focus on providing upgradeable smart contracts or providing a solution to achieve that automatically.
Chapter 3

Darwinian Data Structure Selection

In this chapter, we propose ARTEMIS, a framework that automatically improves the performance of a program by selecting and tuning its data structures. Our goal is to expose Darwinian Data Structures from the source code of an application and express their selection and tuning as an optimisation problem that can be solved using Genetic Improvement. We show that our proposed approach generalises to different programming languages (Java, C++), and we perform a rigorous statistical evaluation of the improvements that ARTEMIS achieves.

When selecting data structures from libraries, in particular, developers tend to rely on defaults and neglect potential optimisations that alternative implementations or tuning parameters can offer. This, despite the impact that data structure selection and tuning can have on application performance and defects. Data structures are a particularly attractive optimisation target because they have a well-defined interface; many are tunable; and different implementations of a data structure usually represent a particular trade-off between time and storage, making some operations faster but more space-consuming or slower but more space-efficient. For instance, an ordered list makes retrieving the entire dataset in sorted order fast, but inserting new elements slow, whilst a hash table allows for quick insertions and retrievals of specific items, but listing the entire set in order is slow. We introduce Darwinian data structures, distinct data structures that are interchangeable because they share an abstract data type and can be tuned. We call them Darwinian Data Structures (DDS), since we can subject their implementations to survival of the fittest. The Darwinian data
structure optimisation problem is the problem of finding an optimal implementation and tuning for a Darwinian data structure used in an input program.

We aim to help developers perform optimisation cheaply, focusing solving the data structure optimisation problem. We present ARTEMIS, a cloud-based optimisation framework that identifies Darwinian data structures and, given a test suite, automatically searches for optimal combinations of implementations and parameters for them. ARTEMIS is language-agnostic; we have instantiated it for Java and C++, and present optimisation results for both languages (Section 3.4). ARTEMIS’ search is multi-objective, seeking to simultaneously improve a program’s execution time, memory usage, and CPU usage while passing all the test suites. ARTEMIS scales to large code bases because it uses a Genetic algorithm on those regions of its search space with the most solutions (Section 3.3.4). ARTEMIS is the first technique to apply multi-objective optimisation to the Darwinian data structure selection and tuning problem.

ARTEMIS promises to change the economics of data structure optimisation. Given a set of Darwinian data structures, ARTEMIS can search for optimal solutions in the background on the cloud, freeing developers to focus on new features. ARTEMIS makes economical small optimizations, such as a few percent, that would not pay for the developer time spent realizing them. And sometimes, of course, ARTEMIS, by virtue of being used, will find unexpectedly big performance gains.

ARTEMIS is a source-to-source transformer. When ARTEMIS finds a solution, the program variants it produces differ from the original program only at constructor calls and relevant type annotations. Thus, ARTEMIS’ variants are amendable, by design, to programmer inspection and do not increase technical debt [186]. To ease inspection, ARTEMIS generates a diff for each changes it makes. Developers can inspect these diffs and decide which to keep and which to reject.

We report results on 8 popular diverse GitHub projects, on DaCapo benchmark which was constructed to be representative, and a corpus of 30 GitHub projects, filtered to meet ARTEMIS’s constraints and sampled uniformly at random. In this study, ARTEMIS achieves substantial performance improvements for all 43 projects
in its corpus. In terms of execution time, CPU usage, and memory consumption, ARTEMIS finds at least one solution for 37 out of 43 projects that improves all measures. Across all produced optimal solutions, the median improvement for execution time is 4.8%, memory consumption 10.1% and CPU usage 5.1%. This result is for various corpora, but it is highly likely to generalise to arbitrary programs because of the care we took to build a representative corpus (Section 3.4.1).

These aggregate results understate ARTEMIS’s potential impact. Some of our benchmarks are libraries or utilities. All of their clients will enjoy any improvements ARTEMIS finds for them. Three examples are the Apache project’s powerful XSLT processor xalan, Google-http-java-client, the ubiquitous Java library for accessing web resources, and Google’s in-memory file system Jimfs. Section 3.4 shows that ARTEMIS improved xalan’s memory consumption by 23.5%, while leaving its execution time unchanged; ARTEMIS improved Google-http-java-client’s execution time by 46% and its CPU usage by 39.6%; finally, ARTEMIS improved Jimfs’s execution time by 14.2% and its CPU usage by 10.7%, while leaving its memory consumption unchanged.

Our principal contributions follow:

- We formalise the Darwinian data structure selection and optimisation problem DS² (Section 3.2).

- We implement ARTEMIS, a multi-language optimisation framework that automatically discovers and optimises sub-optimal data structures and their parameters.

- We show the generalizability and effectiveness of ARTEMIS by conducting a large empirical study on a corpus comprising 8 popular GitHub project, 5 projects from the DaCapo benchmark, and 30 Github projects, filtered then sampled uniformly. For all 43 subjects, ARTEMIS find variants that outperforms the original for all three objectives.

- We provide ARTEMIS as a service, along with its code and evaluation artifacts at http://darwinianoptimiser.com.
3.1 Motivating example

Listing 3.1 contains a code snippet from google-http-java-client\(^1\), a popular Java library for accessing efficiently resources on the web. In the Listing 3.1, `getAsList` packages HTTP headers and is invoked frequently from other methods because they use it every time they construct an HTTP request. Thus, its functionality is important for the performance of google-http-java-client.

Listing 3.1 uses `ArrayList` to instantiate the `result` variable. However, other `List` implementations share the same functionality but different non-functional properties. Thus, replacing `ArrayList` with other `List` implementations may affect the performance of the program. Considering the variant created when replacing `ArrayList` (Listing 3.1, line 4) with `LinkedList`, when we compare it with the original program against the same test set for 30 runs (Section 3.3), we see that the google-http-java-client achieves a median 46\%, with 95\% Confidence Interval [45.6\%, 46.3\%] improvement in execution time (Section 3.4).

ARTEMIS, our optimization framework, automatically discovers underperforming data structures and replaces them with better choices using search-based techniques (Section 3.3.4). First, it automatically creates a store of data structures from the language’s Collection API library (Section 3.3.1). Then, ARTEMIS traverses the program’s AST to identify which of those data structures are used and exposes them as parameters to the ARTEMIS’s OPTIMIZER (Section 3.3.4) by transforming line 4 into

```
1 List<T> result = new D<T>();
```

---
\(^1\)https://github.com/google/google-http-java-client
3.2 Darwinian Data Structure Selection and Tuning

This section defines the Darwinian data structure and parameter optimisation problem we solve in this paper.

**Definition 1 (Abstract Data Type).** An Abstract Data Type (ADT) is class of objects
 whose logical behavior is defined by a set of values and a set of operations [187].

A data structure concretely implements an ADT. For the corpus of programs $C$ and the ADT $a$, the data structure extraction function $dse(a, C)$ returns all data structures that implement $a$ in $C$. This function is integral to the definition that follows.

**Definition 2** (Darwinian Data Structure). When $\exists d_0, d_1 \in dse(a, C) \land d_0 \neq d_1 \land d_0$ and $d_1$ are observationally equivalent modulo $a$, $d_0$ and $d_1$ are Darwinian data structures.

In words, Darwinian data structures are *darwinian* in the sense that they can be replaced to produce program mutants whose fitness we can evaluate. The ADT $a$ has Darwinian data structures when it has more than one data structure that are equivalent over the operations the ADT defines. In Java, List is an ADT and ArrayList, which implements it, is a data structure. LinkedList also implements List, so both ArrayList and LinkedList are Darwinian. For the ADT $a$ and the corpus $C$, Darwinian data structures are interchangeable. Thus, we can search the variants of $P \in C$ formed by substituting one Darwinian data structure for another to improve $P$’s nonfunctional properties, like execution time, memory consumption or CPU usage.

Just as we needed a function to extract an ADT’s data structures from a corpus for Definition 2, we need a function that returns the ADT that a data structure implements: when $d = dse(a, C)$, let $adte(d, C) = a$. Let $\Gamma_D$ bind fully scope-qualified declarations of names to Darwinian data structures in $C$. We use $\Gamma_D$ when creating variants of a program via substitution. We are interested not just searching the space of Darwinian data structures, but also tuning them via their constructor parameters. To this end, we assume without loss of generality that $a$ defines a single constructor $c$ and we let $n.c(x)$ denote calling identifier $n$’s constructor $c$ with parameters $x : \tau$.

To create a variant of $P \in C$ that differs from $P$ only in its $k$ bindings of names to Darwinian data structures or their constructor initialization parameter, we define
Figure 3.2: System Architecture of ARTEMIS.

\[ \phi(P, (n, d_i)^k, d_j^k, x_j) = \]

\[
\begin{cases} 
P[(n.c(x_i))^k/(n.c(x_j))^k], \text{ if } \exists d_i, d_j \text{ s.t. } adte(d_i) \neq adte(d_j) \\
\end{cases}
\]

\[
P[(n, d_i)^k/(n, d_j)^k][(n.c(x_i))^k/(n.c(x_j))^k], \text{ otherwise}
\]

Definition 3 (Darwinian Data Structure Selection and Tuning). For the real-valued fitness function \( f \) over the corpus \( C \), the Darwinian data structure and tuning problem is

\[
\arg \max_{(n, d_i)^k \in \Gamma, d_j^k \in \text{adte}(d_i, C)^k, x_j \in \tau} f(\phi(P, (n, d_i), d_j, x_j))
\]

This vector-based definition simultaneously considers all possible rebinding of names to Darwinian data structures in \( P \); it is also cumbersome, compared to its point-substitution analogue. We could not, however, simply present a scalar definition and then quantify over all potential DDSS substitutions, as doing so would not surface synergies and antagonisms among the substitutions.

3.3 Artemis

The ARTEMIS’s optimisation framework solves the Darwinian Data Structure Selection problem. Figure 3.2 illustrates the architecture with its three main components: the DARWINIAN DATA STRUCTURES STORE GENERATOR (DDSSG), the EXTRACTOR, and the OPTIMISER. ARTEMIS takes the language’s Collection API library, the user’s application source code and a test suite as input to generate an...
optimised version of the code with a new combination of data structures. The DDSSG builds a store that contains data structure transformation rules. The EXTRACTOR uses this store to discover potential data structure transformations and exposes them as tunable parameters to the OPTIMISER (see Section 3.3.2). The OPTIMISER uses a multi-objective genetic search algorithm (NSGA-II [188]) to tune the parameters [18, 70, 189, 190, 191] and to provide optimised solutions (see Section 3.3.4). A regression test suite is used to maintain the correctness of the transformations and to evaluate the non-functional properties of interest. ARTEMIS uses a built-in profiler that measures execution time, memory and CPU usage.

ARTEMIS relies on testing to define a performance search space and to preserve semantics. ARTEMIS therefore can only be applied to programs with a test suite. Ideally, this test suite would comprise both a regression test suite with high code coverage for maintaining the correctness of the program and a performance test suite to simulate the real-life behaviour of the program and ensure that all of the common features are covered [192]. Even though performance test suites are a more appropriate and logical choice for evaluating the non-functional properties of the program, most real world programs in GitHub do not provide such performance test suite. For this reason, we use the regression test suites to evaluate the non-functional properties of the GitHub projects of this study whenever a performance test suite is not available.

3.3.1 Darwinian Data Structure Store

ARTEMIS needs a Darwinian data structure store (DDSS) from which to choose when creating variants. Let A be a set of ADTs known to be Darwinian. A developer can augment this set; Figure 3.3 shows that ARTEMIS knows by default. For our corpus C of Java benchmarks augmented with JDK libraries over A,

\[ DDSS = \bigcup_{a \in A} dse(a, C). \] (3.1)

To build the default DDSS for Java, ARTEMIS extracts and traverses each project’s class hierarchy, similar to the one illustrated in Figure 3.3. This hier-
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Figure 3.3: DDS in the Java Collections API.

The developer can also extend the store with custom user-supplied implementations or with implementations from other third-party libraries such as Google Guava Collections\(^2\), fastutil\(^3\) and Apache Commons Collections\(^4\).

3.3.2 Discovering Darwinian Data Structures

The EXTRACTOR takes as input the program \(P\)’s source code, identifies Darwinian data structures in \(P\) modulo its store (Section 3.3.1), and outputs a scope-qualified list of names of Darwinian data structures and their constructor parameters (Extracted Data Structures and Parameters in Figure 3.2). For all \(a \in \text{DDSS}\), EXTRACTOR’s output realises \(dse(a, P)\) (Section 3.2). To mark potential substitutions to the transformer, the EXTRACTOR outputs a templated version of the code which replaces the data structure with data structure type identifiers (Templated Source Code in Figure 3.2).

\(^2\)https://github.com/google/guava

\(^3\)https://github.com/vigna/fastutil

\(^4\)https://github.com/apache/commons-collections
To find DARWINIAN data structures, the EXTRACTOR builds an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) from its input source code. It then traverses the AST to discover potential data structure transformations based on a store of data structures as shown in Table 3.1. For example, when an expression node of the AST contains a LinkedList expression, the EXTRACTOR marks this expression as a potential DARWINIAN data structure that can take values from the available List implementations: LinkedList or ArrayList. The EXTRACTOR maintains a copy of the AST, referred to as the REWRITER, where it applies transformations, without changing the initial AST. When the AST transformation finishes, the REWRITER produces the final source code which is saved as a new file.

### 3.3.3 Code Transformations

When implementing ARTEMIS, we encountered coding practices that vastly increase the search space. Many turn out to be known bad practices [193]. Consider Listing 3.2. In lines 2 and 8, we see two LinkedList variables that the Extractor marks DARWINIAN and candidates for replacement by their equivalent ArrayList implementation. In these lines, user is violating the precept to "program to the interface", here List, but is, instead, declaring the variable to have the concrete, data structure not ADT, type LinkedList. This bad practice [193] adds dependencies to the code, limiting code reuse. They are especially problematic for ARTEMIS, because they force ARTEMIS to apply multiple transformations to replace and optimise the data
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void func1(){
    LinkedList<T> v;
    v = new LinkedList<>();
    v.add(new T());
    int value = func3(v);
} } 
void func2(LinkedList<T> v){
    LinkedList<T> v1 = new LinkedList<>();
    int value = func3(v1);
} } int func3(LinkedList<T> v){
    T t = v.get(0);
    return 2*t.value;
} }

Listing 3.2: Code to illustrate bad practices.

structure. Further, func3 takes a LinkedList as a parameter, not List, despite the fact that it only calls the get method defined by List on this parameter. This instance of violating the "program to the interface" precept triggers a compilation error if ARTEMIS naïvely changes func1’s type. ARTEMIS transforms the code to reduce the OPTIMISER’s search space and handle these bad practices. ARTEMIS supports these transformations - parserless, supertype, and profiler.

The parserless mode changes greedily each appearance of a Darwinian implementation. When optimising List, it exhaustively tries every implementation of List for every List variable. It is parserless, since it needs only a regular expression to identify rewritings. This makes it simple, easily portable to other languages, and fast, so it is ARTEMIS’ default. However, it generates invalid programs and a large search space.

ARTEMIS’ supertype transformation converts the type of a Darwinian implementation to that of their Darwinian ADT, for example LinkedList<T> → List<T> on lines, 2,7,8 and 11. For Listing 3.2, this transformation exposes only two DDS to the OPTIMISER and produces only syntactically valid code. To implement this transformation, ARTEMIS invokes Eclipse’s re-factoring functionality via its API, then validates the result. ARTEMIS aims to be language-agnostic without any additional dependencies on language specific tools. For this case, ARTEMIS auto performs this
transformation by adding the supertype as an equivalent parameter in the store of data structures. Whenever the AST visitor traverses a variable or parameter declaration expression it may replace the DARWINIAN data structure with its supertype.

"All data structures are equal, but some data structures are more equal than others" ⁵; some DDS affect a program’s performance more than others, as when one stores only a few, rarely accessed items. To rank DDS, ARTEMIS profiles its input program to identify costly methods. The EXTRACTOR uses this info to identify the subset of a program’s DDS worth considering for optimisation. ARTEMIS’ instrumentation is particularly important for large programs.

### 3.3.4 Search Based Parameter Tuning

The OPTIMISER searches a combination of data structures that improves the performance of the initial program while keeps the original functionality. Practically, we can represent all those data structures as parameters that can be tuned using Search Based Software Engineering approaches [20]. Because of the nature of the various conflicting performance objectives, the problem we faced here requires a multi-objective optimisation approach to search the (near) optimal solutions. We used evolutionary optimisations algorithm as experiments in which data structure replacement and constructor parameters was done randomly, it generated only 20% viable variants. Under GP, viable variants increased each generation, reaching nearly 100%.

An array of integers is used to represent the tuning parameters. Each parameter refers either to a Darwinian data structure or to the initial size of that data structure. If the parameter refers to a data structure, its value represents the index in the list of Darwinian data structures. The OPTIMISER keeps additional mapping information to distinguish the types of the parameters. For each generation, the NSGA-II applies tournament selection, followed by a uniform crossover and a uniform mutation operation. In our experiments, we designed fitness functions to capture execution time, memory consumption, and CPU usage. After fitness evaluation, ARTEMIS applies standard non-dominated selection to form the next generation. ARTEMIS

---

⁵Adapted from "Animal Farm" by George Orwell
repeats this process until the solutions in a generation converge. At this point, ARTEMIS returns all non-dominated solutions in the final population.

**Search Space size:** We used GA because the search space is huge. Let $D$ be the definitions of darwinian data structures in program $P$. Let $I$ be the number of implementations for a particular $d \in D$. The size of the search space is:

$$\prod_{d \in D} I(d) \ast |\text{dom}(d.c)|,$$  
where $d.c$ is $d$'s constructor. \hfill (3.2)

### 3.3.5 Deployability

ARTEMIS provides optimisation as a cloud service. To use the service, developers only need to provide the source code of their project in a Maven build format and a performance test suite invoked by `mvn test`. ARTEMIS returns the optimised source code and a performance report. ARTEMIS exposes a RESTful API that developers can use to edit the default store of Darwinian data structures. The API also allows developers to select other Search Based algorithms; the OPTIMISER uses NSGA-II by default. To use our tool from the command line, a simple command is used:

```
1 ./artemis input-program-src
```

where this command defaults to ARTEMIS’s built in DDSSG. ARTEMIS writes the source of an optimized variant of its input for each measure. ARTEMIS also supports optional parameters to customise its processing.

### 3.4 Evaluation

To demonstrate the performance improvements that ARTEMIS automatically achieves and its broad applicability, we applied it to three corpora: 8 popular GitHub projects, 5 projects from the Dacapo Benchmark, and 30 projects, filtered to meet ARTEMIS’s requirements, then sampled uniformly at random from Github. To show also that ARTEMIS is language-agnostic, we applied it to optimise Guetzli\(^6\) (Section 3.4.3), a JPEG encoder written in C++.

---

\(^6\)https://github.com/google/guetzli
3.4. Evaluation

3.4.1 Corpus

ARTEMIS requires projects with capable build systems and an extensive test suites. These two requirements entail that ARTEMIS be able to build and run the project against its test suite. ARTEMIS is language-agnostic but is currently only instantiated for Java and C++, so it requires Java or C++ programs.

Our first corpus comprises eight popular GitHub projects. We selected these eight to have good test suites and be diverse. We defined popular to be projects that received at least 200 stars on GitHub. We deemed a test suite to be good if its line coverage met or exceeded 70%. This corpus contains projects, usually, optimised and peer code-reviewed by experienced developers. We applied ARTEMIS on those projects to investigate whether it can provide a better combination of data structures than those selected by experienced human developers.

This first corpus might not be representative, precisely because of the popularity of its benchmarks. To address this threat to validity, we turned to the DaCapo benchmarks [126]. The authors of DaCapo built it, from the ground up, to be representative. The goal was to provide the research community with realistic, large scale Java benchmarks that contain a good methodology for Java evaluation. Dacapo contains 14 open source, client-side Java benchmarks (version 9.12) and they come with built-in extensive evaluation. Each benchmark provides accurate measurements for execution time and memory consumption. DaCapo first appeared in 2006 to work with Java v.1.5 and has not been further updated to work with newer versions of Java. For this reason, we faced difficulties in compiling all the benchmarks and the total number of benchmarks were reduced to 5 out of 14 (see Table 3.2). In this corpus we use the following five: fop, avrora, xalan, pmd and sunflow.

Because of its age and the fact that we are only using subset of it, our DaCapo benchmark may not be representative. To counter this threat, we uniformly sampled projects from GitHub (Figure 3.4). We discarded those that did not meet ARTEMIS’s constraints, like being equipped with a build system, until we collected 30 projects (see Figure 3.4). Those projects are diverse, both in domain and size. The selected projects include static analysers, testing frameworks, web clients, and graph process-
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**Figure 3.4:** Process of generating the uniformly selected at random Github corpus. First, a Github project is selected randomly, then if it contains a maven build system, it compiles and its tests run successfully it is added in the corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dacapo Benchmark Project</th>
<th>#Star</th>
<th>#LoC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fop</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>213,244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avrora</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>76,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalan</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>170,710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmd</td>
<td>1,998</td>
<td>117,538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunflow</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>168,740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.2:** DaCapo projects. #Star, #Loc are the number of stars and line of codes respectively. All these subjects are retrieved from the official Dacapo Benchmark page on 11th Jan 2017.

These programs are ing applications. Their sizes vary from 576 to 94K lines of code with a median of 14881. Their popularity varies from 0 to 5642 stars with a median of 52 stars per project. The median number of tests is 170 and median line coverage ratio is 72% (see Table 3.3).

Collectively, we systematically built these corpora to be representative in order to demonstrate the general applicability of the ARTEMIS’ optimization framework. The full list of the programs used in this experimental study are available online in the project’s website.
Table 3.3: Subject projects studied in this research. #Star, #Loc, #Test, and Coverage(%) are the number of stars, line of code, number of tests, and the line coverage ratio, respectively. All these subjects are retrieved through GitHub on 11th Jan 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uniformly Selected Projects</th>
<th>#Star</th>
<th>#Loc</th>
<th>#Test</th>
<th>Coverage(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adyliu/jafka</td>
<td>10,698</td>
<td>11,944</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zilaiyedaren/zxing</td>
<td>21,164</td>
<td>42,521</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HotelsDotCom/plunger</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3,865</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>82.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>johnewart/shuzai</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>56.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rayzeng/fqueue</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,929</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>48.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lsloan/OpenLRS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,229</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiBiServ/jobproxy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,524</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuinorg/event-store-commons</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12,652</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>58.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roby-rodriguez/rubix-verifier</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apache/commons-validator</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>23,520</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>95.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kinow/tap-plugin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,804</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>62.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lynchmaniac/poilight</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,192</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gabe-alex/HospitalInfectionsMonitoringSystem</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,033</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dick-the-deployer/dick-worker</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,348</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>66.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>light-4j</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>11,663</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>42.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>truth</td>
<td>1,584</td>
<td>2,857</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>documents4j</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>33,308</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>68.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jsoniter</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48,267</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>59.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cmn-codec</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>24,927</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tablesaw</td>
<td>1,292</td>
<td>13,922</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>55.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>query</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,058</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mapper</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,343</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>31.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bootique</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,207</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glowstone</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>12,956</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rest-assured</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14,962</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>milo</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29,116</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>76.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>javapoet</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>39,272</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>48.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guice</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14,504</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>55.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TelegramBots</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>94,659</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>27.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epubcheck</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular Projects</td>
<td>#Star</td>
<td>#Loc</td>
<td>#Test</td>
<td>Coverage(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>google/google-http-java-client</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>20,637</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jOOL</td>
<td>898</td>
<td>26,128</td>
<td>1,175</td>
<td>90.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joda-time</td>
<td>3,890</td>
<td>86,192</td>
<td>4226</td>
<td>86.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>google/jimfs</td>
<td>1,148</td>
<td>17,244</td>
<td>5,380</td>
<td>91.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>google/gson</td>
<td>7,525</td>
<td>24,395</td>
<td>1,016</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cglib</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>36,513</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>90.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solo</td>
<td>5,642</td>
<td>27,820</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>89.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twitter/GraphJet</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>14,881</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3.4: Hardware characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>processor</td>
<td>Intel 8 cores E5-2673 v3 CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clock speed</td>
<td>2.5 GHz per core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory</td>
<td>14 GB 1600 MHz DDR3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disk</td>
<td>250 GB SSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operating system</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2 Experimental Setup

Experiments were conducted using Microsoft Azure™ D4-v2 machines with one Intel E5-2673v3 CPU featuring 8 cores and 14GB of DRAM and built with Oracle JDK 1.8.0 and Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS (Table 3.4).

Performance measurements may lead to incorrect results if not handled carefully [194]. Thus, a statistical rigorous performance evaluation is required [3, 140, 195]. To mitigate instability and incorrect results, we differentiate VM start-up and steady-state. We ran our experiments in a fresh Azure VM that contained only the JVM and the subject. We use JUnit, which runs an entire test suite in a single JVM. We manually identified and dropped startup runs, then we spot-checked the results to confirm that the rest of the runs achieved a steady state and were exhibiting low variance. All of the means and medians we reported fall within the computed interval with 95% confidence. To assure the accuracy and reduce the bias in the measurement, program profiling period was set as 0.1 seconds, and each generated solution was run for more than 30 simulations. Also we use Mann Whitney U test [196] to examine if the improvement is statistically significant.

To measure the memory consumption and CPU usage of a subject program, we use the popular JConsole profiler\(^8\) because it directly handles JDK statistics and provides elegant API. We extended JConsole to monitor only those system processes belonging to the test suite. We use Maven Surefire plugin\(^9\) to measure the test suite’s execution time because it reports only the execution time of each individual test,

\(^7\)https://darwinianoptimiser.com/corpus
\(^8\)http://openjdk.java.net/tools/svc/jconsole/
\(^9\)http://maven.apache.org/components/surefire/maven-surefire-plugin/
excluding the measurement overhead that other Maven plugins may introduce.

For the OPTIMISER, we chose an initial population size of 30 and a maximum number of 900 function evaluations. We used the tournament selection (based on ranking and crowding distance), simulated binary crossover (with crossover probability 0.8) and polynomial mutation (with the mutation probability 0.1). We determined these settings from calibration trials to ensure the maturity of the results. Since NSGA-II is stochastic, we ran each experiment 30 times to obtain statistical significant results. We used a genetic algorithm such as NSGA-II for the optimisation process as it can find better solutions and faster than random search, and it can scale to a larger search space. In our experiments, we initially started by using random search, but we realised that ARTEMIS would generate many projects that would fail compiling and the search process would be slow. On the other side, NSGA-II converged towards better solutions after the first generations. Because of this difference that we found when running ARTEMIS, we did focus on NSGA-II, and we do not present any experiments about using random search.

3.4.3 Research Questions and Results Analysis

ARTEMIS aims to improve all objectives at the same time. Therefore the first research question we would like to answer is:

**RQ1:** What proportion of programs does ARTEMIS improve?

To answer RQ1, we applied ARTEMIS to our corpus. We inspected the generated optimal solutions from 30 runs of each subject by examining the dominate relation between the optimal and initial solutions regarding the optimisation objectives. We introduce the terms strictly dominate relation and non-dominated relation to describe the relation. Defined by Zitzler et al. [197], a solution strictly dominates another solution if it outperforms the latter in all measures. A solution is non-dominated with another solution if both outperform the other in at least one of the measures.

For DaCapo, ARTEMIS found at least one strictly dominant solution for 4 out of 5 projects; it found no such solution for sunflow. It found 1072 solutions, from which 3% are strictly dominant (median is 5.5 solutions per project) and 64% are
non-dominated (median is 18 solutions per project).

For the popular Github projects, ARTEMIS found at least one strictly dominant solution for all 8 projects. The total number of solutions found is 10218 and 16% of them are strictly dominant (median is 50 solutions per project) and 59% are non-dominated (median is 749.5 solutions per project).

For the sampled Github projects, ARTEMIS found a strictly dominant solution for 25 out of 30 projects, but found no solution for projects rubix-verifier, epubcheck, d-worker, telegrambots and fqueue. It found 27503 of which 10% of them are strictly dominant (median is 24 solutions per project) and 66% are non dominant (median is 125 solutions per project). With these results, we answer RQ1 affirmatively:

**Finding1**: ARTEMIS finds optimised variants that outperform the original program in at least one measure for all programs in our representative corpus.

This finding understates ARTEMIS’s impact. Not only did it improve at least one measure for all programs, ARTEMIS found solutions that improve all measures for 88% of the programs.

Having found that ARTEMIS finds performance improvements, we ask "How good are these improvements" with:

**RQ2**: What is the average improvement that ARTEMIS provides for each program?

Though ARTEMIS aims to improve all candidate’s measures, it cannot achieve that if improvements are antagonistic. In some domains, it is more important to significantly improve one of the measures than to improve slightly all measures; e.g., a high frequency trading application may want to pay the cost of additional memory overhead in order to improve the execution time. Our intuition is that the OPTIMISER will find many solutions on the Pareto-front and at least one of them will improve each measure significantly.

We answer RQ2 quantitatively. We report the maximum improvement (median value with 95% confidence interval) for execution time, memory and CPU usage for
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(a) Best execution time of popular GitHub programs. The median value is 93.3%, mean is 86.4%. Median number of DDS is 12 and mean is 14.6. Median number of DDS changes is 4 and mean is 5.
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(b) Best memory consumption of popular GitHub programs. The median value is 86% and mean is 84%. Median number of DDS is 12 and mean is 14.6. Median number of DDS changes is 4 and mean is 5.85.
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(c) Best CPU usage of popular GitHub programs. The median value is 90.3% and mean is 84.6%. Median number of DDS is 12 and mean is 14.6. Median number of DDS changes is 5 and mean is 7.42.

Figure 3.5: Answers RQ2. Description.

Each subject of the three corpora. We use bar charts with error bars to plot the three measures for each program. In Y axis, we represent the percentage of improvement for each measure. A value less than 100% represents an improvement and a value greater than 100% means degradation; e.g., 70% memory consumption implies that the solution consumes 70% of the memory used in the input program.

Selected popular GitHub programs. Figure 3.5a presents the three measures of the solutions when the execution time is minimised, for each program from the
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popular GitHub programs. We observe that ARTEMIS improves the execution time of every program. google-http-java-client’s execution time was improved the most; its execution time was reduced by $M=46\%, \ 95\% \ CI \ [45.6\%, \ 46.3\%]$. We also notice that this execution time improvement did not affect negatively the other measures, but instead the CPU usage was reduced by $M=41.6\%, \ 95\% \ CI \ [39.6\%, \ 43.6\%]$ and memory consumption remained almost the same. The other interesting program to notice from this graph is solo, a blogging system written in Java; its execution time improved slightly by 2% but its memory consumption increased by 20.2%. Finally, for this set of solutions, the median execution time improvement is 14.13%, whilst memory consumption slightly increased by 1.99% and CPU usage decreased by 3.79%. For those programs, ARTEMIS extracted a median of 12 data structures and the optimal solutions had a median of 4 data structures changes from the original versions of the program.

Figure 3.5b shows the solutions optimised for memory consumption. We notice that ARTEMIS improves the memory consumption for all programs, with a median value of 14%. The execution time was improved by a median value of 2.8% for these solutions, while the median value of CPU usage is slightly increased by 0.4%. We notice that solo has the best improvement by $M=31.1\%, \ 95\% \ CI \ [29.3\%, \ 33\%]$, but with an increase of $M=8.7\%, \ 95\% \ CI \ [8.5\%, \ 8.9\%]$ in execution time and $M=21.3\%, \ 95\% \ CI \ [20.6\%, \ 22\%]$ in CPU usage. Graphjet, a real-time graph processing library, has the minimum improvement of $M=0.9\%, \ 95\% \ CI \ [0.6\%, \ 1.1\%]$. The optimal solutions had a median of 4 data structures changes per solution.

Figure 3.5c presents solutions optimised for CPU usage. The median CPU usage improvement is 9.7%. The median value of execution time improved by 5.2% and the median value of memory consumption improved by 2.3%. The program with the most significant improvement in CPU is http-java-client with $M=49.7\%, \ 95\% \ CI \ [48\%, \ 51.4\%]$, but with a decrease in memory of $M=9.8\%, \ 95\% \ CI \ [7.5\%, \ 12.9\%]$. The optimal solutions make a median of 5 data structures changes to the original versions of the program.

DaCapo. Figure 3.6 presents all solutions optimised for execution time and
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(a) Best execution time of the DaCapo benchmark. The median value is 95.20% and mean is 95.6%. Median number of DDS is 18 and mean is 14.8. Median number of DDS changes is 5 and mean is 4.8.

(b) Best memory consumption of the DaCapo benchmark. The median value is 95.7% and mean is 92.1%. Median number of DDS is 18 and mean is 14.8. Median number of DDS changes is 3 and mean is 4.2.

Figure 3.6: Answers RQ2. Description.

memory consumption for the DaCapo benchmark. We used only two measures for the DaCapo benchmark as those were the ones built in the benchmark suite. We chose not to extend or edit the profiling method of DaCapo, to avoid the risk of affecting the validity of its existing, well tested profiling process.

ARTEMIS found solutions that improve the execution time for every program without affecting significantly the memory consumption, except project xalan which had improvement (M=4.8%, 95% CI [4.6%, 5.7%] in execution time but with an increase (5.8%, 95% CI [3.5%, 7%]) in memory consumption. All solutions for optimised memory consumption did not affect execution time, except for a slight increase for program fop. Finally, for this set of solutions, the median percentage of execution time improvement is 4.8%, and 4.6% for memory consumption. For this set of programs, ARTEMIS extracted a median of 18 data structures per program, and the optimal solutions had a median of 5 data structures changes for the execution time optimised solutions and 4 for the memory optimised solutions.

Sampled GitHub programs. Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9 present all solu-
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Figure 3.7: Best execution time of uniformly selected GitHub programs. The median value is 95.4% and mean is 94.7%. Median number of DDS is 9.5 and mean is 11.6. Median number of DDS changes is 5 and mean is 4.8.
Figure 3.8: Best memory consumption of the uniformly selected GitHub programs. The median value is 89.1% and mean is 86.8%. Median number of DDS is 9.5 and mean is 11.6. Median number of DDS changes is 5 and mean is 4.6.
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Figure 3.9: Best CPU usage of the uniformly selected GitHub programs. The median value is 5.1% and mean is 8%.

Median number of DDS is 9.5 and mean is 11.6. Median number of DDS changes is 5 and mean is 4.5.
tions optimised for execution time, memory consumption and CPU usage for the sampled GitHub programs. As with the previous corpora, ARTEMIS found solutions that improved each measure significantly. ARTEMIS improves the median value of execution time across all projects by 4.6%, memory consumption by 11.4% and CPU usage by 4.6%.

ARTEMIS found solutions with antagonistic improvement for projects jafka and documents4j. ARTEMIS found a solution that improves the execution time of jafka, a distributed publish-subscribe messaging system, by M=12%, 95% CI [11.2%, 13.6%], but also increases its memory consumption by M=23.6%, 95% CI [21.4%, 25.7%]. It also found a solution that improves the memory consumption of documents4j (M=38%, 95% CI [38%, 41%]) but introduced extra CPU usage M=26.1%, 95% CI [24.2%, 28%]. A median of 9.5 data structures were extracted and the optimal solutions had a median of 5 data structures changes from the original versions of the program.

Observing again the numbers across the three corpora, we can say that they are quite consistent, showing that ARTEMIS finds optimal solutions that improve significantly the different optimisation measures. We also see that the number of Darwinian Data structures extracted (between 9.5 and 18) and the optimal solutions DDS changes (between 4 and 5) are quite similar for the three corpora.

Analysing all results from the 3 corpora we conclude the discussion of RQ2 with:

**Finding2:** ARTEMIS improves the median across all programs in our corpus by 4.8% execution time, 10.2% memory consumption, and 5.1% CPU usage.

**RQ3:** Which Darwinian data structures does ARTEMIS find and tune?

We ask this question to understand which changes ARTEMIS makes to a program. Table 3.5 contains the transformations ARTEMIS applied across all optimal solutions. We see that the most common transformation for all measures is replacing ArrayList with LinkedList, it appears 91, 86 and 87 times respectively across all measures. This transformation indicates that most developers prefer to
Table 3.5: DDS changes for optimal solutions across all measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformation</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>CPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HashMap -&gt; LinkedHashMap</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedList -&gt; ArrayList</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HashSet -&gt; LinkedHashSet</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedBlockingQueue -&gt; LinkedTransferQueue</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArrayList -&gt; LinkedList</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedHashSet -&gt; HashSet</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector -&gt; CopyOnWriteArrayList</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedHashMap -&gt; HashMap</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

use ArrayList in their code, which in general is considered to be faster, neglecting use cases in which LinkedList performs better, e.g., when the program has many list insertion or removal operations. Except HashMap to LinkedHashMap, the other transformations happen relatively rare in the optimal solutions. Last, the median number of lines Artemis changes is 5.

**Finding3:** ARTEMIS extracted a median of 12 Darwinian data structures from each program and the optimal solutions had a median of 5 data structure changes from the original versions of the program.

**RQ4:** What is the cost of using ARTEMIS?

In order for ARTEMIS to be practical and useful in real-world situations, it is important to understand the cost of using it. The aforementioned experimental studies reveal that, even for the popular programs, the existing selection of the data structure and the setting of its parameters may be sub-optimal. Therefore, optimising the data structures and their parameters can still provide significant improvement on non-functional properties. To answer this research question, the cost of ARTEMIS for optimising a program is measured by the cost of computational resources it uses. In this study, we used a Microsoft Azure™ D4-v2 machine, which costs £0.41 per hour at a standard Pay-As-You-Go rate\(^{10}\), to conduct all experiments.

The experiments show that an optimisation process takes 3.05 hours on average

\(^{10}\)https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/
for all studied subjects. The program GraphJet and jimfs are the most and the least time-consuming programs respectively, with 19.16 hours and 3.12 minutes optimisation time. Accordingly, the average cost of applying ARTEMIS for the subjects studied is £1.25, with a range from £0.02 to £7.86. The experimental results show that overall cost of using ARTEMIS is negligible compared to a human software engineer, with the assumption that a competent software engineer can find those optimisation in a reasonable time.

ARTEMIS transforms the selection of data structure and sets parameters by rewriting source code, thereby allowing human developers to easily investigate its changes and gain insight about the usage of data structures and the characteristics of the program.

### Finding 4:
The cost of using ARTEMIS is negligible, with an average of £1.25 per project, providing engineers with insights about the optimal variants of the project under optimisation.

### RQ5: Is ARTEMIS practical and applicable to other languages?

To show the versatility of the ARTEMIS framework, we ask RQ2, RQ3 and RQ4 over Google guetzli, a very popular JPEG encoder written in C++. We used the STL containers and their operations as Darwinian data structures. More specifically, we considered the `push_back` and `emplace_back` as equivalent implementations of the same functionality and exposed those as tunable parameters to ARTEMIS’s optimiser. We collected a random sample of images (available online \(^{11}\)) and used it to construct a performance suite that evaluates the execution time of guetzli.

We answer RQ2 by showing that ARTEMIS found an optimal solution that improves execution time by 7%. We answer RQ3 by showing that ARTEMIS extracted and tuned 25 parameters and found an optimal solution with 11 parameter changes. ARTEMIS spent 1.5 hours (costs £0.62) to find optimal solutions which is between the limits reported in RQ4. Last, we spent approximately 4 days to extend ARTEMIS

\(^{11}\)http://darwinianoptimiser.com/corpus
to support C++, using the *parserless* mode.

**Finding5:** ARTEMIS is language-agnostic and can successfully optimise code in other programming languages, such as C++.

### 3.4.4 Optimising Google Guava library using ARTEMIS

ARTEMIS’s potential impact may be bigger if applied on libraries, because all of their clients will enjoy any improvements ARTEMIS finds for them. To assess how effectively ARTEMIS can improve libraries, we used Guava\(^1\) as an instance of its application. Guava is a very popular open-source set of common libraries for Java. It consists of 252,688 Lines of Code, which are tested by 1,674,425 test cases with 61.7% branch coverage.

First, we wanted to see what is the improvement that ARTEMIS can achieve for Google Guava on each of the objectives and how the other objectives are affected. To report correct results, we compute the mean response time and report the 95% confidence interval. Then, we use effect size [198] for measuring the performance impact. To quantify the effects, we use Cohen’s d [198] strength values: small (0.2 < $d$ ≤ 0.5), medium (0.5 < $d$ ≤ 0.8) and large (0.8 < $d$). In Figure 3.10, we plot the mean values for the optimal solutions that contain at least one large improvement.

\(^1\)[https://github.com/google/guava]
for one of the three measurements. The maximum improvement for each measure is 9% execution time, 13% memory usage and 4% CPU usage.

Next, we investigate how many of the solutions strictly dominate the original program. A solution is said to strictly dominate another if it outperforms the other in all measures. If ARTEMIS can provide solutions that strictly dominate the original program, those solutions can be very valuable because they represent options to improve the program without sacrificing any of the other objectives. The number of strictly dominating solution for Guava was 14 out of 51 final solutions. Those 14 solutions provide a wide range of options for users to choose depending on their favour of different objectives.

Next, we ask what is the computational cost of ARTEMIS when we run it for Google Guava. An extremely high computational cost may make the system impractical to use in real-world situations. Therefore, we measured its cost on Guava subject in terms of machine hours. In this study, a Microsoft Azure D4-v2 machine, which costs £0.41 per hour\(^2\), was used to conduct all experiments. This cost of using is negligible compared to a human software engineer. Moreover, ARTEMIS transforms the selection of data structure and sets the parameter on source code level, which means such optimisation does not need to be carried frequently.

Last, we question how many Darwinian Data Structures where selected and tuned. To minimise the search space we applied ARTEMIS only to the most used code in Guava, as identified by the preprocessor. As a result, ARTEMIS extracted only 6 Darwinian data structures in total from the Guava library. Across all the optimal solutions that ARTEMIS produced, 1 to 6 data structures were changed in each solution, with a median of 3 data structures. For instance, ARTEMIS replaced HashMap with LinkedHashMap in 42 of the 135 changes across all optimal solutions.

In those experiments, we showed how ARTEMIS automatically selects and optimises the data structures and their arguments in popular libraries such as Google Guava. On a large real-world system, Guava, ARTEMIS found 9% improvement on execution time, 13% improvement on memory consumption and 4% improvement

\(^2\)https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/
on CPU usage separately, and 27.45% of the final solutions provides improvement without sacrificing other objectives. Lastly, we estimated the cost of optimising Guava in machine hours. With a price of £0.41 per machine hour, the cost of optimising a real-world system such as Guava in this study is less than £7.85. Therefore, we conclude that ARTEMIS is a practical tool for optimising data structures in large real-world libraries.

3.5 Threats to Validity

Section 3.4.1 discusses the steps we took to address the threats to the external validity of the results we present here. In short, we built three subcorpora, each more representative than the last, for a total of 43 programs, diverse in size and domain. The biggest threat to the internal validity of our work is the difficulty of taking accurate performance measurements of applications running on VM, like the JVM. Section 3.4.2 details the steps, drawn from best practice, we took to address this threat. In essence, we conducted calibration experiments to adjust the parameters such that the algorithm converges quickly and stops after the results become stable. For measuring the non-functional properties, we carefully chose JConsole profiler that directly gathers runtime information from JDK, such that the measurement error is minimised. Moreover, we carefully tuned JConsole to further improve the precision of the measurements by maximising its sampling frequency such that it does not miss any measurements while minimising the CPU overhead. To cater for the stochastic nature of ARTEMIS and to provide the statistic power for the results, we ran each experiment 30 times and manually checked that experiments had a steady state and exhibited low variance.

The scalability of our approach is another threat to external validity. The subjects involved in this study vary in size, from hundreds of lines of code to almost a million lines of code. According to our experimental results, the effectiveness of our approach remains the same from small subjects to large subjects. Our approach also makes small source code changes (5 lines per project on average). Therefore, it is expected that our approach will scale up to even larger subjects and this threat is
3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced ARTEMIS, a novel multi-objective multi-language search-based framework that automatically selects and optimises Darwinian data structures and their arguments in a given program. ARTEMIS is language agnostic, meaning it can be easily adapted to any programming language; extending ARTEMIS to support C++ took approximately 4 days. Given as input a data structure store with Darwinian implementations, it can automatically detect and optimise them along with any additional parameters to improve the non-functional properties of the given program. In a large empirical study on 5 DaCapo benchmarks, 30 randomly sampled projects and 8 well-written popular Github projects, ARTEMIS found strong improvement for all of them. On extreme cases, ARTEMIS found 46% improvement on execution time, 44.9% improvement on memory consumption, and 49.7% improvement on CPU usage. ARTEMIS found such improvements making small changes in the source code; the median number of lines ARTEMIS changes is 5. Thus, ARTEMIS is practical and can be easily used on other projects. At last, we estimated the cost of optimising a program in machine hours. With a price of £0.41 per machine hour, the cost of optimising any subject in this study is less than £8, with an average of £1.25. Therefore, we conclude that ARTEMIS is a practical tool for optimising the data structures in large real-world programs.
Chapter 4

Upgradeable Ethereum Smart Contracts

The main concept of the Ethereum Blockchain is that smart contracts are self-managed entities that function independently based on the rules written in the code, without the need of any trusted party. The Blockchain consensus protocol enforces the reliable execution of smart contracts and is considered the only trusted entity. Ethereum, being a fully decentralised Blockchain network, allows anyone to participate and interact with any published smart contract, unlike traditional distributed applications on cloud servers that limit who can interact with them. This property of the Blockchain increases the security risk when developing smart contracts because they are more vulnerable to participants that want to exploit potential bugs and security issues.

When developing a smart contract, the developers should take into account all those risks and verify carefully its correctness (*i.e.*, if its implementation follows the best available practices) and validity (*i.e.*, if the code matches the business logic of the contract). However, writing bug-free code for smart contracts is a very challenging task [174, 175]. The manual editing of contracts is error-prone, and the existing available formal verification tools cannot capture all potential bugs that may appear in it [178]. This difficulty further increases by the fact that the code of a smart contract is immutable. As a result, many buggy smart contracts have appeared in the Blockchain, having a significant negative impact [174, 175] to their users and to the
Because of the Blockchain immutability, the rules of Ethereum do not allow changing a published contract’s code. Only in one extreme use case it was possible to change the code of an existing published contract. More specifically, the Ethereum community decided to change the code of an existing published contract by reversing the history of the Blockchain. This happened with the famous Dao contract hack (50 million dollars at the time of the hack were taken from a buggy smart contract). The Ethereum community followed a hard fork solution, meaning that all miners had to reverse back all transactions. However, this solution is undesirable and it has led to a heated debate between Ethereum users [199] and a split to the Blockchain (Ethereum vs Ethereum classic). Thus, in practice, it is almost impossible to change any code published on Ethereum.

Hence, smart contracts rest on a paradox: They are immutable, but bugs are inevitable. The current state of practice is maintaining out-of-block address on a website to the current free-of-known bugs version (Figure 4.1). This mechanism has a number of problems. The security of the website is an attack vector that has been compromised. There’s the potential for a gap between the publishing of the new version on the Blockchain and updating address. After address update, some clients might use the stale, known buggy address because nothing prevents them from using the old address.

In this thesis, we focus on solving and automating this process. More specif-
Figure 4.2: Different types of clients that interact with Ethereum Smart Contracts.

ically, we aim to solve the problem of updating smart contracts by providing a framework (PROTEUS) that will allow developers to deploy upgradeable smart contracts, avoiding inconsistencies between the out-of-block address on the website and the real contract on the Blockchain. Also, PROTEUS aims to prevent users from accidentaly calling old buggy contracts, as it will force users to check and provide the latest version of the contract that they want to use.

Types of Ethereum Clients When developers find a bug, they need to replace their smart contract with a newer version (published on a new address). This process is not trivial and error prone because EVM does not provide any built-in upgrading mechanism, and the manual contract replacement has an immediate effect on contract’s clients. More specifically, all clients of the contract have to update their applications to use the new contract, which is published in a new address. Depending on how clients interact with it and how their applications are built, we have the following scenarios (see Figure 4.2):

- The user interacts with the contract through his/her wallet account. The interactions that happen in such scenario are usually simple transactions for
sending and receiving Ether tokens. In this case, the user can relatively easily switch to the new contract by updating just the contract’s address in the wallet.

• The user has developed an off-chain application that is a client to the contract and interacts with it through function calls and transactions. Depending on where the smart contract is called in the code, the user needs to do the changes accordingly. Also the user needs to update the address to which those calls refer. Because the application is off-chain and written in a more traditional language, such as Javascript, there are no restrictions on changing the code and releasing a new version of the application.

• The user has published a smart contract on the Blockchain that interacts with the old contract through an address that is set either dynamically (through a transaction) or statically in the code. If the address is set dynamically, then the owner of the contract can update it through a function call and the calls are redirected to the new contract. However, if the contract’s address is set statically in the code, then this dependent contract should also be considered buggy; the code is immutable and as a result we cannot change it to interact with the new contract. This dependency problem can recursively escalate to other consumer contracts.

Duplicate Smart Contracts  When developing a new decentralised application that is backed by a smart contract, developers usually use pre-existing published smart contracts. More specifically, there is a community of Ethereum developers that have implemented and provided some basic templated smart contracts (available on GitHub [200] or the official Ethereum website [201]) and tutorials on best development practices. Those contracts are the ones that developers consider safe to use, as they are usually well tested and peer-reviewed. Because most developers follow this process and because currently the variety of decentralised applications is limited, a significant number of duplicate contracts are published on Ethereum. However, the current development process is not always successful, and many buggy smart contracts have appeared in the Blockchain, having a significant negative impact
(\cite{174, 175}) for their users and the trust of the Blockchain.

Because of the big number of duplicate contracts, when one of them is hacked, it means that other clones are usually vulnerable. In the Multisig wallet bug use case, when the contract was hacked, a race started between 'good' (white-hat group) developers (some of them are from the Ethereum core team) that want to fix the buggy contracts and other potential hackers that want to exploit all the other vulnerable contracts \cite{202, 203, 204}. If the 'good' developers are faster than the hackers, they will also hack the faulty contracts with the intention of moving their money into some safe account. Next, a new version of the faulty contract is provided, and transactions are sent to it based on the previous state of the old contract. This is a process not trivial and not guaranteed to be successful. Next, all users are notified that they should use the newer version and ignore the old one.

Trust in Ethereum Even though the Blockchain’s selling point is that we do not need to trust anyone else except for the network itself, we see that in practice, there is some level of trust. In the example of the multi-sig hack, users trust and expect that the white-hat developers will distribute the money back to the initial users. Other smart contracts, have pre-defined an owner or a group of owners that have more permissions that the contract’s users. The contract owners have the ability to disable a contract (contract suicide) and transfer its money to an address that the owner will specify dynamically or that is already specified in the contract \cite{205}.

The Ethereum ecosystem is not limited only to trustless applications. For example, an exchange creates individual smart contracts for its users and manages their tokens. In this case, the users trust the exchange, which can perform actions on the smart contracts such as freeze it, transfer the funds, etc. There is also trust that the exchange will return the funds to the user, even if the exchange looses them because of some bug \cite{206}. Other examples include private Ethereum Blockchains where there is some level of trust between the participants and there is a need of fixing potential bugs in smart contracts by providing new versions of it, after an agreement between the parties. Thus, when developing real world applications, there is a need for trusted parties even though the environment is considered fully trustless.
Upgradeable Smart Contracts  Even though contracts published in the Blockchain are immutable, it does not mean that the code of a smart contract (if written in a specific format) cannot be updated. The current semantics of EVM allow the developer to provide upgradeability functionalities if they write smart contracts in a specific way, which can be achieved by implementing a versioning system using interfaces. In this chapter, we present PROTEUS, a framework that automatically extends the functionality of smart contracts written in Solidity and makes it upgradable. PROTEUS takes the Solidity code of a smart contract (not published yet) as input and converts it to an upgradeable smart contract. PROTEUS allows users to choose what properties of the smart contract they want to be mutable (function implementations or interfaces) and automatically rewrites them. We prove that our changes to the smart contract will not change the properties and the main functionalities of the initial smart contract.

Contributions  The contributions of our approach are as follows:

1. We are the first, to best of our knowledge, that addresses the problem of updating Ethereum smart contracts.

2. We improve the state of the art by providing an immutable Trampoline that cannot be hacked

3. The state of art requires ad-hoc error-prone setup. We provide an automatic transformation to contracts.

4. We provide PROTEUS, a source to source rewriting framework that automatically makes a smart contract upgradeable.

5. We provide various upgradeability modes based on user preferences.

6. We forbid calls to contracts that are invalidated. We protect users from sending a transaction to disabled addresses and potentially losing their funds.

7. We increase awareness to the Blockchain community about Smart Contract issues that we have found during our research.
4.1. Immortal Bugs

Bugs in immutable code are immortal. The lack of upgradeability mechanisms in Ethereum and the careless usage of low-level Solidity functions has led to costly immortal bugs. Next, we describe two such use cases and discuss potential solutions that will prevent such bugs in the future.

**MultiSig Contract Hacked.** On 19 July 2017, the Parity wallet version 1.5 and above contained a critical vulnerability that enabled the theft of 30 million worth of ETH. The vulnerability discovered in these particular Parity wallets used a multi-signature contract called Wallet.sol (see Figure 4.3). A reasonably straightforward attack allowed the hacker to take ownership of a victim’s wallet. The attacker sent two transactions to each of the affected contracts: the first to obtain exclusive ownership of the MultiSig, and the second to move all of its funds. The cause of this bug was the carelessly use of the low-level function `delegatecall` in the MultiSig contract. The Ethereum community suggests that developers should use `delegatecall` function only if they are familiar and experts in understanding how it works and recommends avoiding it otherwise.

The contract creators of the MultiSig contract used such low levels instructions
4.2 Motivating Example

Listing 4.1 contains a simplified version of a real smart contract published on Ethereum (King of Ether [178]) that allows users to bid on an Auction contract. The logic of this Auction contract is that if a new user sends a better offer than the existing proposals, then it should reimburse the users that are outbid. In Line 7, the...
pragma solidity ^0.4.15;

contract CrowdFund {
    address[] private refundAddr;
    mapping(address => uint) public refundAmount;

    function refund() public {
        for(uint i; i < refundAddr.length; i++) {
            require(refundAddr[i].transfer(refundAmount[refundAddr[i]]));
        }
    }
}

Listing 4.1: A contract that is vulnerable to Denial of Service attack.

The refund() function refunds all users by iterating over the list of outbid addresses, and applying the transfer function. However, if one transfer transaction fails in the middle of a for loop, all reimbursements fail.

This approach is problematic as a malicious contract can permanently stall this contract by making it fail in a strategic way. In particular, contracts that bulk perform transactions or updates using a for loop can be vulnerable to a denial of service attack, if a call to another contract or transfer fails during the loop. If the call that refunds the frontrunner fails continuously, the auction is stalled, and the malicious user becomes the de facto winner. In this particular use case, the attacker can spam the contract, causing the array to become very large so it runs out of gas and reverts. As a result, this contract may lock users’ funds, without the developer being able to fix this immortal bug.

We can fix this vulnerability of the contract by providing a newer version of the refund() function that does not exceed a predefined amount of gas (see Listing 4.2). This version is considered safe as it prevents an out of gas exception. Additionally, the refund() function stores an iterator in a private variable that will make the while loop exit, when gas drops below a certain threshold. We observe that in the particular fix, only the internal implementation of the refund() contract changed; its function definition and the rest of the contract remains the same. However, because the contract is already published and its code is immutable, we cannot change the functionality of the existing contract, but only provide a new contract in a new address and inform clients about this change.

A solution to the code immutability limitations is to use an approach that con-
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Listing 4.2: A version of the contract that is not vulnerable to Denial of Service attack.

contains two contracts. This first one is the CrowdFund() contract, which includes the
code with the desired functionality. The second contract is a Proxy contract, which
we call Trampoline, that forwards calls to the CrowdFund() contract. Listing 4.3
shows a simplified Trampoline version of the CrowdFund() contract that allows calls
from the refund() function to be forwarded to a dynamically set address that points
to the current version of CrowdFund() contract. This mechanism can be considered
similar to the Java dynamic class loading approach using reflection, in which code
can be loaded and used during code execution.

Listing 4.3: A Trampoline contract that forwards calls to the CrowdFund contract.
4.3. Approach

To provide upgradeability properties to Ethereum smart contracts, we use the call forwarding properties of the delegatecall and callcode commands and additional features of Solidity. More specifically, we build PROTEUS, a source to source transformation tool, written in Java, that takes as input the Solidity code of a smart contract and outputs an upgradeable smart contract. PROTEUS automatically constructs two new contracts: a proxy (Trampoline) contract that delegates calls to other contracts and an upgradeable modified version of the input contract that allows those delegates (see Figure 4.4). Clients interact only with the Trampoline contract, whose code is immutable. However, we can update dynamically the address in which the Trampoline will forward the calls, allowing it to execute the new version of the code.

The owner of the contract will publish both the Trampoline and the CrowdFund contract, but will ask clients to interact only with the Trampoline. If a bug suddenly happens, the owner of the contract can update the Trampoline, such that it forwards the calls to the newer version of the contract. In the particular example, the original version and the new version of the contract differ only in a function implementation, and thus the format of the client calls will not change. Thus, the transition is smooth to contract clients. However, as we will explain next, the manual writing of a Trampoline version of a contract is a process laborious and error-prone and the provided version of this example is simple without any security guarantees.

![Figure 4.4: Smart contract transformation.](image)
This mechanism indirectly allows developers to update on the background the code of the contract that the clients use, without breaking functionality.

**Trampoline** The Trampoline is lightweight as it contains mostly the function definitions of a contract in which it will delegate the calls. We can think of the Trampoline as an Abstract Class of a traditional object-oriented language, and every upgradeable contract as an implementation of this Abstract class. The Trampoline contains the variable declared in the program, storage and states, and it allows the upgradeable contract to access them; similarly to how a child class has access to public or protected variables of a parent abstract class that it implements. Also, the Trampoline contains additional meta-variables that PROTEUS generates and uses to provide the desired call delegate properties.

**Contract Owner** To provide upgradeability in smart contracts, we need to introduce an entity which will be responsible for deciding when to upgrade the contract. This entity can be a single individual contract owner or a group of owners that vote before updating a smart contract. We assume that the clients of such contracts trust that the owner will not perform malicious acts; e.g., a dodgy owner could update the contract such that it may benefit from it. To increase the trust, the contract owner can use other advanced techniques (e.g., voting smart contracts) provided by the Ethereum, to allow users to vote on a potential upgrade and only then to have the ability to upgrade a smart contract. For simplicity, we will assume that this entity is a single contract owner. Also, our focus is on the code transformations that will allow the contract upgradeability, and we let further advanced solutions for increasing the trust of this approach for future work.

To achieve transparency, the contract owner exposes to clients both the address of the Trampoline and the address of the contract that it forwards the calls to (contract C). However, in the default version, the clients can only interact with the Trampoline contract, and PROTEUS’s built-in guards forbid direct calls to C. In particular, contract C accepts calls that are coming from the Trampoline only, avoiding accidental calls that users may make to contract C.

The proposed solution to upgrade smart contracts works because a new version
of the existing published contract can still run within the context of the Trampoline. All the states of the Trampoline and its storage are available and accessible to the new version of the contract. To avoid mistakes and bugs that may appear when manually coding this setup, PROTEUS has a set of rewriting rules to do the code transformations automatically. PROTEUS also has a built-in mechanism to deploy the contracts and update them with newer versions. Note that those transformations happen after the developer has written the contract. Thus, the developer does not need to change the contract’s code manually to make it upgradeable.

4.3.1 Delegating Calls to Other Contracts

As we mentioned in Section 2.4.3.5, by delegating calls between contracts, we can execute the code of a contract within the context of the caller’s contract. The proposed Trampoline contract uses the `delegatecall` and `callcode` instructions to forward calls between contracts. However, those instructions are considered advanced, and not careful usage may lead to undesired contract behaviour. The essential features of those instructions that can easily confuse the developer are 1) signature function construction 2) default function visibility, 3) uncertainty about the original message sender and 4) variable declaration order mismatch.

**Function Signature Construction** The `delegatecall` function gets as input a string that represents the function definition and a list of its parameters. When constructing the string manually, the developer can easily introduce bugs as there is no in-place mechanism to check if the string is correctly representing the function that the call should be forwarded; Solidity compiler does not support such functionality. Only during the contract execution such bug may be revealed, but sometimes that may not even be obvious.

We demonstrate a simple example of code that contains a bug due to wrong function signature construction. In Listing 4.4, Line 4, the code delegates the calls to the `setN(uint)` function of the Callee contract. We can observe that function definition `setN(uint _n)` in the Calle contract and the string parameter "`setN(int256)`" differ on the type of the numerical type used. The function definition inside the string uses a signed integer, but the Calle’s real function is using
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an unsigned integer. This difference can introduce arithmetic overflow bugs. The Solidity compiler doesn’t identify this type mismatch, and the user may publish this buggy contract in the Blockchain. The call to the `delegatecallSetN()` will be forwarded to the Callee contract, but because the function signature does not match correctly any of the functions, the `Callee fallout()` function will be executed instead of the `setN(uint _n)`.

```
contract Caller {
  uint public n;
  function delegatecallSetN(address _c, uint _n) public {
    require(_c.delegatecall(bytes4(keccak256("setN(int256)"))),_n));
  }
}
contract Callee {
  uint public n;
  function setN(uint _n) public {
    n = _n;
  }
}
```

Listing 4.4: A Trampoline contract that forwards calls to the CrowdFund contract.

**Default Function Visibility** By default, if a function or variable does not contain the private or public statement is public. This is different from traditional programming languages that have default private-visibility for their functions. This property of the Solidity language can confuse developers, as the multi-sig wallet showed [175]; the developers of the contract accidentally allowed a function that should have been private to be called by anyone. The probability of introducing bugs increases if functions are used in a more advanced context. We consider that delegate calls is an advanced feature of the Solidity language. We believe that Solidity should adopt a default-private level of visibility for contract functions. This change would have likely prevented the multi-sig exploit and others like it.

**Sender’s address propagation** When a contract is called, there is a special variable `msg.sender` that stores the address of the user’s or contract’s account that sent the transaction. The usage of the `delegatecall` to forward the call to a new contract, propagates the initial sender to the new contract as well. That means that
the final contract will not know if the call was direct from the user. On the contrary, the usage of the *callcode* does not propagate the original message sender but the address of the Trampoline contract. Thus, additional checks should be added to the contract to understand and get the original message sender.

**Variable Declaration Order Mismatch**  The *delegatecall* instruction was introduced as a low-level instruction to implement libraries in Solidity. The main property of a library is that it does not have any storage, but it can directly access the storage of the contract that uses it. Similarly, in our case, the direct usage of the *delegatecall* function allows the upgradeable contract to access the storage of the Trampoline contract. In particular, the variables of the upgradeable contract are references to the variables defined in the Trampoline contract.

Variables are matched using an offsetting approach; the first integer in the Trampoline contract correlates to the first integer in the upgradeable contract. This offsetting mechanism is different from traditional programming languages where the variables match based on their names. This difference can confuse the developer who can easily introduce bugs without realising it.

```solidity
contract GiveawayLib {
  uint public threshold;
  uint public count;
  uint public amount;
  address owner;
  mapping(address=>bool) public claimed;

  constructor(uint _amount, uint _threshold) public {
    owner = msg.sender;
    amount = _amount;
    threshold = _threshold;
  }

  function addClaim() public {
    if (!claimed[msg.sender] && count < threshold) {
      claimed[msg.sender] = true;
      msg.sender.transfer(amount * 1 ether);
      count++;
    }
  }
}
```
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```solidity
contract Giveaway {
    address owner;
    uint public count, amount, threshold;
    uint public amount;
    uint public threshold;
    mapping(address=>bool) public claimed;
    address libAddress;

    constructor(address _libAddress) public payable {
        owner = msg.sender;
        libAddress = _libAddress;
        count = 0;
        threshold = 3;
        amount = 5;
    }

    function claim() public payable {
        require(libAddress.delegatecall(bytes4(keccak256("addClaim()"))));
    }

    function() public {
        require(libAddress.delegatecall(msg.data));
    }
}
```

Listing 4.5: Sample code that shows how calls are forwarded between different contracts in Solidity.

We give an example of how easily a variable declaration order mismatch can happen, by using a contract and a library in Listing 4.5. The logic of the contract is that an individual can give an amount of Ether as a reward to the first users that claim it. The count variable in Line 3 keeps track the total number of claims and the claimed variable in Line 6 limits the number of claims per user. The contract uses the claim() function in Line 39 and fallback function in Line 44 to interact with the library.

This example is buggy because the ordering of the variables between the contract and library is different. The delegate calls to GiveawayLib library reference different variables from what they are supposed to. In particular, the addClaim() function uses the threshold variable, which is stored at position 0 in GiveawayLib.
However, in the Giveaway contract, the `address` `owner` variable is stored at position 0. This causes the delegate call to `addClaim()` to reference the `address` `owner`. Thus, the actual threshold used for the maximum number of claims is equal to the value of the owner address which is a 32-bit unsigned integer. As a result, the contract allows unintentionally more users to claim the giveaway; the Giveaway contract may lose all of its ether in one claim. Also, note that similar vulnerability can happen because of mismatch on the variable size. In the particular example, the variables are 32 bits and (i.e. storage slot 0 has a 32-bit int in the library and 2 16-bit variables in the contract)

Another vulnerability from using `delegatecall()` is when the callee contract has public or external functions that handle sensitive data. An attack could call that function through a specially modified `msg.data`. This can cause unwanted results such as changing the owner of the contract. To ensure that this does not happen, all functions in the contract should have the appropriate visibility keywords. PROTEUS protects against such bugs as it automatically generates the order of the declared variables as well as it prevents the code transformation if the visibility keywords are not used in every function of the contract.

### 4.3.2 Solidity Syntax

In Listing 4.6 we provide the subset of the Solidity language that PROTEUS uses. A program $P$ is constructed by a sequence of contract declarations. A contract $C$ consists of a constructor, a sequence of function definitions ($\forall f \in C$), function modifier definitions ($\forall m \in C$), and variable declarations ($\forall v \in C$). Each contract has a unique identifier (`id`). A contract can have at most one constructor (`constructorDef`). If the constructor is not defined, then a default empty constructor is used when the contract is deployed. Function modifiers (`modifierDef`) are compile-time source code roll-ups. Function modifiers are typically used in smart contracts to make sure that certain conditions are met before proceeding to execute the rest of the body of code in the method. From the mutability keywords that Solidity provides, we focus on the `view` and `payable` keywords. The `view` keyword is used to forbid any state changes to a function and the `payable` keyword is used to allow a function to accept
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Ether.

Listing 4.6 shows the subset of the Solidity language that we use in the rewriting rules of PROTEUS.

\[ P := C^* \]

\[ C := \text{contract id } ( B^* ) ; \]

\[ B := \text{stateVarDeclr | constructorDef | modifierDef | funcDef} \]

\[ \text{stateVarDeclr} := \text{type (public | private)* id ( = expr)? ;} \]

\[ \text{constructorDef} := \text{constructor paramList modifierList block} \]

\[ \text{modifierDef} := \text{modifier id paramList? block} \]

\[ \text{funcDef} := \text{function id? paramList modifierList returnParameters? ( ; | block \} \]

\[ \text{paramList} := ( \{ \text{parameter (, parameter)* } \} )? \]

\[ \text{modifierList} := ( \text{id ( () exprList? ) } )? \]

\[ \text{view | payable | public | private)*} \]

\[ \text{exprList} := \text{expr (, expr)*} \]

\[ \text{parameter} := \text{type id?} \]

\[ \text{id := [a-zA-Z$_] [a-zA-Z0-9$_]*} \]

\[ \text{type := address | bool | string | int | uint | byte} \]

\[ \text{expr := Standard, see the Solidity documentation for details [209].} \]

\[ \text{block := Standard, see the Solidity documentation for details [209].} \]

Listing 4.6: Syntax of a subset of Solidity.

4.3.3 Proteus Rewriting Rules

PROTEUS provides various versions of the contract based on the upgradeability preferences of the user; developers can explicitly specify which parts of a contract should be upgradeable. The different versions that PROTEUS can provide are based on the table preferences as shown in Table 4.1. More specifically, PROTEUS provides developers with two mutability options: a) Mutable Implementation and b) Mutable
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Table 4.1: Table with mutability modes of PROTEUS. Mutable Implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Mutable</th>
<th>Force Address Check</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaces</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interface. Also, PROTEUS provides the option (Force Address Check) which forces the users to provide the address of the contract in which the Trampoline delegetes the call, before calling it. This is necessary to avoid accidental calls to the old version of the contract and to notify users about the update that happened. In the first mode, the user can change the internal implementation of functions in a contract. In the second mode, PROTEUS can add or delete functions in the initial contract.

The proposed rewriting rules should provide the following properties:

- Functions of the contract can be updated in the newer versions.
- Functions can be added or deleted in the newer versions.
- An owner should be introduced that is allowed to upgrade a contract. We present a single owner in this paper, but multiple owners with a multi-signature can be used as well.
- All the calls to the new contract should be through the Trampoline. We want to forbid direct calls to the versionable contract as that may confuse the users and lead to money loss.
- Prove that the changes do not affect the functionality of the original contract.

4.3.4 Mutable Implementation Mode

The first mode that PROTEUS supports is the change of function implementations of a contract (Table 4.1). In this mode, we consider that the signature of each function does not change, but the internal implementation can be modified. In particular, given an initial smart contract $C$, PROTEUS automatically generates a Trampoline contract $T$ and an upgradeable version $C'$ of the initial contract.

Figure 4.5 shows a visual representation of how the Trampoline contract forwards calls to upgradeable contracts. Initially, the developer deploys both the first
Figure 4.5: Trampoline and Contract interaction for the mutable implementation mode. After the Trampoline is deployed, its code is immutable. Each call to a function of the Trampoline is delegated to one of the upgradeable contracts. The user can deploy a new contract that will have the same function signatures, but the internal code can be modified.

version of the contract (Contract v.1) and the Trampoline on the Blockchain. Next, the developer calls the update(address) function of the published Trampoline and gives as input the address of the Contract v.1. The address of the Trampoline contract is then published to the users who can start interacting with it. To deploy a newer version of the contract, the developer firstly uses PROTEUS to get its upgradeable version. Then, the developer publishes the new contract with the changes (Contract v.2) on the Blockchain and sends a transaction to the update(address) function of the Trampoline with the new address of the upgradeable contract. All the calls to the Trampoline are now forwarded to the new version of the contract.

4.3.4.1 Trampoline Rewriting Rules

In this section, we introduce the rewriting rules that PROTEUS uses to generate automatically the Trampoline contract.

**Delegating Calls to Functions with Returns** Solidity cannot return data from
functions when a delegate call is used. The `delegatecall()` and `callcode()` functions return a boolean value, which indicates whether the invoked function terminated (true) or caused an EVM exception (false). To access the actual data returned from a function, we need to know the encoding and the size of the return data in advance. Then, low-level inline assembly code should be used. Using inline assembly code is error prone, it discards several important safety features of Solidity and developers are advised to avoid using it [210]. Our transformation rules, do not use low assembly code, to avoid its limitations.

To handle this limitation, we introduce a preprocessing step (rewriting rule) to generate a list of return meta-variables for each function that has a return statement, under the constrain that only primitive types (`uint`, `boolean`, `address`) are supported. More specifically, when a call is delegated to a function that returns, we store the data that the function returns to the corresponding meta-variable; we inject code inside the return functions. The name of each variable is constructed from the name of the contract (`C`), name of the function (`f`) and the data return type (`T`). We construct the variable name following this approach to reassure that it is unique and it corresponds to the data returned for this specific function.

Formally, let $R$ map contracts to that contract’s list of their return meta variables. Then, $\forall f \in C$,

$$
\text{function } f(\vec{p}) \text{ returns (T var) } \rightarrow \text{ T CfT;}
$$

**Trampolinify Contract (Rule 4.2)** The Trampolinify Contract rule generates the basic code structure of the Trampoline contract from the input contract $C$. In particular, this rule introduces additional variables and helper functions necessary to support the function dispatches. This rule also injects the generated list of variables from the previous rewriting rule (Rule 4.2, Line 6). We use the term "meta-variables" for those injected variables, to distinguish them from the existing variables of the input contract. PROTEUS inserts the meta-variables and the helper functions before any existing contract variable and function definition, to prevent variable mismatch bugs. The Trampolinify Contract rule introduces 4 meta-variables, one function and one function modifier as follows:
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\[
\begin{align*}
\textbf{contract} & \ C \ \{ \\
\text{B} & \ \\
\} \\
\hline
\end{align*}
\]

\texttt{Trampolinify Contract}

\[
\begin{align*}
\textbf{contract} & \ T \ N \ { \\
\text{address} & \ \text{version}, \ \text{owner}; \\
\text{address} & \ \text{trampoline}, \ \text{msg}_{-}\text{sender}; \\
\} \\
\hline
\text{\texttt{// meta-variables for returns}} \\
\text{Tc} & \ Tc, \forall \in R(c) \\
\} \\
\hline
\text{\texttt{modifier}} & \ \text{\texttt{check}}_{-}\text{owner}() \{ \\
\text{\texttt{require}} & \ (\text{\texttt{msg}}.\text{\texttt{sender}} \ == \ \text{\texttt{owner}}); \\
\} \\
\hline
\text{\texttt{function}} & \ \text{\texttt{update}}(\text{\texttt{address}} \ v) \ \text{\texttt{check}}_{-}\text{owner} \ { \\
\text{\texttt{version}} & \ == \ v; \\
\} \\
\hline
\end{align*}
\]

\textbf{Rule 4.2:} Trampolinify Contract Rule. \textsc{Proteus} injects a set of meta variables and helper functions in the body of the Trampoline contract.

- The \textit{owner} meta-variable stores the address of the contract owner.

- The \textit{version} meta-variable stores the address of the current version of the upgradeable contract.

- The \textit{trampoline} meta-variable stores the address of the Trampoline. This meta-variable is used in the upgradeable contract’s code to check that the call is coming from the Trampoline contract and to forbid any other external calls (see Section 2.4.3.7).

- The meta-variable \textit{msg}_{-}\texttt{sender} is used to store the original sender \texttt{(msg}_{-}\texttt{sender}) of the transaction, because the \texttt{callcode} does not forward the original sender. By introducing this meta-variable, we store both the address of the original sender as well as provide the address of the Trampoline to the upgradeable contract.
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**Rule 4.3:** Constructor Injection rule. Initialise meta variables when contract is created.

- The `update(address v)` function is used by the contract owner/s to update the contract that the trampoline delegates the calls to.

- The `check_owner(address v)` modifier is used as a guard for functions that only the contract owner is allowed to call.

**Constructor Injection (Rule 4.3)** The purpose of the Trampoline contract is to forward all calls to contract $C'$ and execute its code. When the Trampoline is first deployed, it needs to instantiate the meta-variables injected and execute the code of the constructor. Because the constructor’s code may call other private functions of the input contract, which are not available to the Trampoline, it is necessary to delegate the constructor’s functionality to contract $C'$.

The Constructor Injection rule introduces changes to the constructor such as

```solidity
constructor (p) {
    B
}
function C(p) {
    B
}
```

```solidity
bool allowExecution = true;
constructor (p) {
    trampoline = address(this);
    owner = msg.sender;
    msg_sender = msg.sender;
    InjectedConstructor (p);
}
function InjectedConstructor (p) private {
    require (allowExecution == true);
    allowExecution = false;
    bytes4 sig =
        bytes4(keccak256("InjectedConstructor(p)"));
    require (!version.callcode (sig, p));
}
```
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```solidity
1  function f(\(\vec{p}\)) public 'l' external {
2    B
3  }

↓ Upgradeable Functions

1  function f(\(\vec{p}\)) public 'l' external {
2    msg_sender = msg.sender;
3    bytes4 sig = bytes4(keccak256("f(\(\vec{p}\))"));
4    require (!version.callcode(sig,\(\vec{p}\)));
5  }
```

**Rule 4.4:** Upgradeable Functions rule. *public* and *external* functions are forwarding the call to the upgradeable contracts.

that it provides the desired upgradeability properties. First, it injects code that instantiates the meta-variables defined by the Trampolinify Rule (Rule 4.3, Lines 2-4). The owner of the contract and the msg_sender are set, as well as the address of the Trampoline. Next, it introduces a new function (InjectedConstructor()) that contains the existing code of the constructor. This code is forwarded to the upgradeable contract and executed through the `callcode()` function inside contract \(C\). The functionality of the InjectedConstructor() function is injected to contract \(C'\); as we show in Rule 4.9. The InjectedConstructor() function is introduced as a second constructor of contract \(C'\) which will be instantiated automatically only when the Trampoline is deployed on the Blockchain.

The visibility of the InjectedConstructor() is *private* (Rule 4.3, Line 11) and it can be executed only once, during the Trampoline deployment (Rule 4.3, Line 12). In cases that the developer does not provide the constructor of a contract, we have added a post-processing step that generates the default constructor with the meta-variables instantiation.

**Upgradeable Functions (Rule 4.4)** The Upgradable Functions rule transforms all the functions of \(C\) that can be upgradeable. PROTEUS applies this rule to all functions that are *public* or *external*. PROTEUS first assigns the msg.sender to the metavariable msg_sender; this is necessary to propagate the original message sender to \(C'\), when using the `callcode()` function. Next, it constructs the parameters of
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Upgradeable Functions with Returns (UF)

```
function f(\vec{p}) public returns (T) {
    B
}
```

| Rule 4.5: Upgradeable Functions with Returns. public and external functions are forwarding the call to the upgradeable contracts. The return value is assigned to the corresponding meta-variable. |

Upgradeable Functions with Returns (Rule 4.5) This rule is similar to Rule 4.4, with the difference that it handles functions with returns and it delegates calls to a different function of C’. More specifically, this rule forwards calls to a modified function of f() (fDelegate(), Rule 4.5, Line 3). The fDelegate() is an intermediary (helper) function for each public or external function f() of C that returns a value and assigning it to the corresponding meta-variable. As we show, in Rule 4.9, this trick allows us to execute the code of a function with return successfully.

Unexposed Functions The Trampoline forwards only functions that are public or external. Thus, all other functions and function modifiers should be excluded from the code of the Trampoline. The Unexposed Functions rule in Table 4.6 excludes from the Trampoline all private and internal functions.

4.3.4.2 Rewriting Rules for Contract C’

Next, we describe the rules to generate the modified upgradeable contract C’.
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```solidity
function f(.getAddressVector) private {
    B
}
```

#### Unexposed Functions

Rule 4.6: Unexposed Functions rule (F1). `internal` and `private` functions are not exposed through the Trampoline. Those functions can be updated with the new version of contract `C`.

```solidity
contract C {
    B
}
```

#### Meta-variable Declaration

Table 4.7: The same set of meta-variables that were added in the Trampoline are also added in the code of contract `C'`. The Meta-variable Declaration rule introduces the meta-variables necessary to support the delegating of calls to contract `C'`. The meta-variables of `C'` are references to those of the Trampoline. Because EVM matches them using offsetting, the variables should be declared in the same order in Trampoline and `C'`. Thus, this rule ensures that the meta-variables declared in the `C'` contract have the same order with the meta-variables declared in the Trampoline.

**Trampoline Only Calls (Rule 4.8)** The Trampoline Only Calls rule is used to allow only the calls in contract `C'` that are coming from the Trampoline contract. PROTEUS adds this restriction to forbid unnecessary or accidental calls directly to


Table 4.8: PROTEUS allows calls to the contract C’ only from the Trampoline address. This rule forbids any other calls.

```
1 function f(\vec{p}) public 'l' external {
2    B
3 }
```

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trampoline Only Calls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
1 function f(\vec{p}) public 'l' external {
2    require(msg.sender == trampoline_address);
3    B
4 }
```

Table 4.9: PROTEUS allows calls to the contract C’ only from the Trampoline address. This rule forbids any other calls.

```
1 function f(\vec{p}) public 'l' external returns(T val 'l' T){
2    B
3 }
```

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions with Returns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
1 function f(\vec{p}) public 'l' external returns(T val 'l' T) {
2    B
3 }
4 function fDelegate(\vec{p}) public 'l' external returns(T val 'l' T) {
5    require(msg.sender == trampoline);
6    // assign to meta-variable of the function
7    Ct = f(\vec{p});
8 }
```

contract C’ and also to prevent users from using an older version of contract C’. Users should automatically call the latest version of the contract, through the Trampoline.

Functions with Returns (Rule 4.9) To properly achieve delegates on function with returns, PROTEUS uses this rule to split an input function f() to two functions (f() and fDelegate()). The code of the new f() function is similar to the input f() function, but the visibility is different. The new f() function should be called externally only through the fDelegate() function and thus the visibility is changed to private. The fDelegate() checks that the call is from the Trampoline contract and executes f(). Then, it assigns the result to the corresponding meta-variable of function f(). PROTEUS uses this mechanism because it allows it to get the final
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Listing 4.7: Sample contract given as input to PROTEUS.

return value from f(), without the need of making complicated rewriting inside its code and avoiding further logic that handles internal if statements and early returns of the function.

4.3.4.3 Mutable Implementation Code Transformation Example

Next, we show a full example of how PROTEUS applies the above mentioned rewriting rules to a sample contract. Listing 4.7 contains a simple contract C, which allow the contract owner to store user balances in the Blockchain. The contract C contains a constructor, in which it initialises default variables. It also contains two functions, one that allows the contract owner to add a new balance for a user (setBalance(address, amount)), and one that returns the balance of a user (getBalance(address)).

Listing 4.8 contains the code of the Trampoline, with which the users interact. First, we note that the necessary meta-variables are added. Next, because the setBalance(address, uint256) function is public, PROTEUS decides to make it upgradeable and thus all calls are forwarded to contract C’. We also note that PROTEUS generated a meta-variable that stores the result of the getBalance(address) function and returns it to the user (Listing 4.8, Line 38). Listing 4.9 contains the generated upgradeable C’ contract with the necessary changes as described in the above rewriting rules.

We have to note, that PROTEUS automatically generates those contracts and further deploy them on the Blockchain, without the developer spending effort in
understanding the generated code or manually changing it. The Trampoline’s code is immutable and will not be generated again for the newer version of the contract. To provide a newer version of the contract, the developer should provide a modified contract \( C \) and then PROTEUS will transform it to upgradeable contract.

```
contract TRAMPOLINE {
   // #### META-VARIABLES START ####
   address public C_VERSION_, C_OWNER_;
   address public TRAMPOLINE_ADDRESS_, MSG_SENDER_;
   uint256 getBalance_var0;
   modifier CHECK_CONTRACT_OWNER() {
      require (msg.sender == C_OWNER_);
   }
   function UPDATE(address version ) public CHECK_CONTRACT_OWNER {
      C_VERSION_ = version;
   }
   // #### META-VARIABLES END ####
   mapping(address => uint256) balances;

   constructor public {
      TRAMPOLINE_ADDRESS_ = address(this);
      C_OWNER_ = msg.sender;
      constructorInjector();
   }
   function constructor_injector(){
      require (C_VERSION_.callcode(bytes4(
         keccak256("constructorInjector()"))));
   }
   function setBalance(address customer, uint256 _n) public {
      MSG_SENDER_ = msg.sender;
      require (C_VERSION_.callcode(bytes4(
         keccak256("setBalance(address,uint256)")),customer,_n));
   }
   function getBalance(address customer) public returns (uint256) {
      MSG_SENDER_ = msg.sender;
      require (C_VERSION_.callcode(bytes4(
         keccak256("getBalanceDelegate(address)")),customer) );
      return getBalance_var0 ;
   }
```
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Listing 4.8: Trampoline generated by PROTEUS.

```solidity
contract C' {

    // #### META-VARIABLES START ####
    address public C_VERSION_, C_OWNER_;
    address public TRAMPOLINE_ADDRESS_, MSG_SENDER_;
    uint256 getBalance_var0;
    // #### META-VARIABLES END ####

    mapping(address => uint256) balances;

    function C() public {}

    function constructorInjector(){
        MSG_SENDER_ = msg.sender;
        balances[msg.sender] = 200;
    }

    function setBalance(address customer, uint256 _n) public {
        require(msg.sender == TRAMPOLINE_ADDRESS_);
        balances[customer] = _n;
    }

    function getBalance(address customer) private view returns (uint256) {
        require(msg.sender == TRAMPOLINE_ADDRESS_);
        return balances[customer];
    }

    function getBalanceDelegate(address customer) public returns (uint256) {
        require(msg.sender == TRAMPOLINE_ADDRESS_);
        getBalance_var0 = getBalance(customer );
    }
}
```

Listing 4.9: Trampoline generated by PROTEUS.

4.3.5 Mutable Interface Mode

The next functionality that PROTEUS supports is the mutable Interface mode (Table 4.10). With this mode, the developer can deploy a contract on the Blockchain and still change its existing functions. In particular, PROTEUS supports the addition
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Table 4.10: Table with mutability modes of PROTEUS. Mutable Interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Mutable</th>
<th>Force Address Check</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaces</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.6: EVM uses an internal immutable virtual function table as a lookup table of functions for resolving function calls in a dynamic/late binding manner.

and deletion of new functions in the contract, and the update of existing function signatures (by extending or removing parameters from the parameter list). To provide the desired functionalities, we introduce in the Trampoline a Virtual Function Table. We also use the properties of the anonymous fallback function to delegate calls. This mode is an extension of the Implementation mode as it contains most of the rewriting rules that we previously mentioned combined with some new rules, as we describe next.

Virtual Function Table Each smart contract internally has a virtual function table (Figure 4.6) that is used to support dynamic dispatches. The virtual table is used at runtime to invoke the appropriate function implementations that match the signature of the method included in the transaction data (msg.data). This internal virtual table is a hash table that stores as key the function signature and as a value a reference to the executable function code. The function signature is calculated by hashing the method signature using the keccak256() hash function and then keeping the
4 first bytes of the hash result. This internal virtual table is initialised once during the contract creation and is immutable. This functionality is implemented inside the EVM, it is not easy for the developer to have a clear understanding of how this mechanism works. This lack of understanding is one of the reasons that developers have introduced bugs when trying to do function dispatches in their contracts.

**Fallback Function**  When a transaction is sent to the contract without transaction data or if the signature of the method call is not in the internal contract’s virtual function table, the fallback function (`function()`) is executed instead. Each smart contract comes with a default fallback function, and users need to define it if they want to extend its functionality. If the fallback function is not defined explicitly in the code, an exception is thrown. If the contract is meant to receive Ether with simple transfers, the fallback function should contain the `payable` instruction in its definition. Even though the fallback function does not take parameters, it is possible to access the parameters contained in the transaction from the special global variable `msg.data`.

We combine the properties of the fallback function with delegate calls to provide the mutable Interface mode of PROTEUS. More specifically, we introduce in the Trampoline a custom dynamic virtual function table that stores all function signatures of the contract and a boolean value which indicates if those functions are allowed to be used or not. The `vtable` is a standard mutable hash table data structure that can be changed through transactions. Practically, by using a `vtable` in the Trampoline, we expose to the developer the internal mechanism that EVM uses for function dispatches (Figure 4.7). Similarly to the mutable Implementation mode, only the owner of the contract can interact with the `vtable`, and decide to add, remove or change the any of the functions of the Trampoline.

The process of changing a method interface and delegating calls in other contracts happens as follows. When a transaction is sent to the Trampoline, the EVM checks if the internal virtual function table contains the function signature. Because the Trampoline has no implementation of any functions, the method call will not match with any signature in the internal virtual table. As a result, the fallback
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Trampoline Code

```java
function() {
    //dynamic vtable
}

sig(func1) pointer
sig(func2) pointer
any other function pointer
```

Smart Contract Code

```java
func1() {
    test()
}
func2() {
    test()
}
```

Figure 4.7: Dynamic virtual function mechanism used by the Trampoline. The logic of how EVM dispatches functions internally is exposed to the developer through the code contained in the Trampoline.

function will be triggered. Inside the fallback function, the method signature is looked in the custom vtable, which has been previously populated by PROTEUS with the default function signatures that are allowed to be executed. If the function signature is in the vtable, the call is delegated to the $C'$ contract; otherwise an exception is thrown. When the contract is delegated in the $C'$ contract, the internal virtual function table of the $C'$ contract will be used to match the correct method for execution.

4.3.5.1 Rewriting Rules for Mutable Interface

In this section, we present the rewriting rules that PROTEUS applies to generate the Trampoline. In total, there are 4 new rewriting rules for the Trampoline. For generating contract $C'$ the rules are similar to the rewriting rules used in the Implementation mode. Thus, we do not repeat them in this section.

**Default Function Signature Generation**  PROTEUS needs to add the existing functions of the input contract $C$ to the dynamic vtable of the Trampoline. Thus, it uses the first rule to scan all existing `public` and `external` functions of contract $C$ and to generate the corresponding `insert` statements to the vtable.

Formally, let $F$ be all the public and external functions of $C$. Then, $\forall f \in F$,

$$function\ f(\bar{p}) \rightarrow \ vtable[\ bytes4(\text{keccak256}('f', \bar{p}))]=\ true;$$
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```
contract C {
    B
}
```

Dynamic Function Dispatch

```
contract Tc {
    address version, owner;
    address trampoline, msg_sender;

    // add virtual function table for function dispatch
    mapping (uint256 => bool) vtable;

    // meta-variables for returns
    Tc, C_{fT,T_r \forall \in R(c)}

    modifier check_owner() {
        require(msg.sender == owner);
        _;
    }

    function update(address v) check_owner {
        version = v;
    }

    function add_new_function(string fun_def) only_owner{
        bytes4 sign = bytes4(keccak256(fun_def));
        vtable[sign] = true;
    }

    function delete_function(string fun_def) only_owner{
        bytes4 sign = bytes4(keccak256(fun_def));
        vtable[sign] = false;
    }
}
```

Rule 4.11: Dynamic Function Dispatch Rule. PROTEUS injects a set of meta variables and helper functions in the body of the Trampoline contract.

Next we describe the rewriting rules used by PROTEUS for the mutable interface mode. In total there are 3 rewriting rules used for this mode, as we explain next.

Dynamic Function Dispatch (Rule 4.11)  With this rule, PROTEUS constructs the basic structure of the Trampoline contract. Similar to the Implementation mode, PROTEUS first adds the necessary meta-variables and functions to correctly delegate calls. Additionally, this rule introduces the vtable lookup ta-
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```java
constructor (p) {
    B
}

function C(p) {
    B
}

Constructor Expansion

constructor (p) {
    trampoline = address(this);
    owner = msg.sender;
    msg_sender = msg.sender;

    // generate a list of insert statements
    // with the default functions of the contract
    vtable[bytes4(keccak256(f, p))] = true, \forall f(p) \in F(c)

    InjectedConstructor(p);
}

function InjectedConstructor(p) private {
    require (allowExecution == true);
    allowExecution = false;
    bytes4 sig = bytes4(keccak256("InjectedConstructor(p)"));
    require (!version.callcode(sig, p));
}
```

**Rule 4.12:** Constructor Expansion rule. The vtable is populated with the default function definitions of contract C.

Rule 4.11, Line 5 and two functions (add_new_function(string) and delete_function(string)) that allow the contract owner to modify the existing functions defined in contract C. The add_new_function(string) take as input a string with the function definition that the user wants to add, calculates the function signature and stores it in the pre-defined vtable.

**Constructor Expansion (Rule 4.12)** With this rule, PROTEUS extends the constructor of the Trampoline. The only difference with the Implementation mode is the injection of insert statements of the default function definitions (Default Function Signature Generation Rule) to the vtable (Rule 4.12, Line 10).
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```solidity
function () {
    B
}
```

Constructor Expansion

```solidity
function default_fallout_function () {
    version.callcode(msg.data);
}

function () {
    sig = bytes4(sha3(msg.data));
    if (vtable[sig] == true) {
        version.callcode(msg.data);
    }
    else {
        default_fallout_function();
    }
}
```

**Rule 4.13:** Constructor Expansion rule. The vtable is populated with the default function definitions of contract C.

**Fallout Function Expansion (Rule 4.13)** With this rule, PROTEUS extends the functionality of the default fallout function. Because all functions are removed from the Trampoline, that means that all function calls will pass through the fallout function. Before delegating any call to contract C', PROTEUS checks that the function that the user calls exists in the vtable. If it doesn’t exist, then it calls the default_fallout_function() function, which is the re-written version of the initial fallout function (function()) of C. The default_fallout_function() function delegates calls to the default fallout function of contract C'.

4.4 Implementation

Figure 4.8 illustrates the architecture of PROTEUS and its three main components: 1) the MUTABILITY PREFERENCES TABLE, 2) the REWRITING RULES, and 3) the AST REWRITER. PROTEUS takes as input the Solidity source code of a smart contract C, an instance of the mutability preferences table and a list of rewriting rules and generates two new contracts: the Trampoline and the upgradeable Contract C'.
Based on the mutability option given by the users, the AST REWRITER selects the corresponding rewriting rules from the database. Next, the REWRITER traverses the AST of each file of the user’s project and applies the transformation rules from the database. Finally, both Trampoline and Contract C are deployed on the Blockchain.

To find the code snippets to be replaced, the EXTRACTOR builds an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) from its input source code. It then traverses the AST to discover potential transformations as shown in Figure 4.8. The EXTRACTOR maintains a copy of the AST, referred to as the REWRITER, where it applies transformations, without changing the initial AST. When the AST transformation finishes, the REWRITER produces the final source code which is saved as a new file.

We implemented our transformer using Antlr4 [211] and an EBNF version of the Solidity grammar\(^1\). We used Antlr4, a popular tool that generates parsers from the grammar of the language and allows developers to perform source-to-source transformations efficiently. We chose to implement PROTEUS independently from the Solidity compiler. We didn’t follow an approach where we directly change the Solidity compiler, as potential newer versions of the compiler may break the functionality of PROTEUS. Moreover, by operating directly on the Grammar of the Solidity language, we can adapt easily our framework for potential new changes to the language (i.e. deprecate functions).

\(^1\)https://github.com/solidityj/solidity-antlr4
4.4.1 Deployability

PROTEUS runs as a cloud service that can be used by developers easily. To use the service, developers only need to provide the source code of the smart contract and select one of the provided modes of upgradeability options. Note that in case that multiple contracts being in the same source file (a common development practice when writing smart contracts in Solidity), then the developer should provide the name of the contract/s that PROTEUS should make upgradeable. The code transformation runs on the background, on the cloud, without affecting developers’ local repository. The results will be provided as source code along with a diff report with the changes on the original input contract.

**Usage:** To use PROTEUS from the command line one issues:

```
./proteus -mode m -input i -output o -user preference
```

where this command defaults to PROTEUS’s mode. The values of the parameters that can be specified by the user are:

- `-mode [generate, deploy, update]`
- `-input [src_file, address]`
- `-output [src_file]`
- `-user [variability_table]`

We also allow users to annotate specific functions of their contracts that they would like to be immutable. Users need to write before a function definition `//@mutable`. The rewrites will automatically match this annotation and will apply its rewriting rules only to those functions that have this annotation.

4.4.2 Deployment Process

The steps followed by the user to get an upgradeable smart contract and deploy it on the Blockchain are as follows (see Figure 4.9): First, the user writes the contract as he/she would normally do. When the contract is finished, the user gives it as input to PROTEUS and as a result, the Trampoline contract is generated together with a version of the modified contract $C'$. Next the child contract $C'$ is deployed on the Blockchain, and its address is saved. In the final step, the Trampoline contract is
4.4. Implementation

**Figure 4.9:** Contract Deployment. The Trampoline contract and the initial user’s contract is given as an input by the user. **PROTEUS** generates two transactions: a) The first one publishes the Trampoline contract on the Blockchain b) the second one updates the address that the Trampoline should forward the calls.

deployed, and the address of contract $C'$ is given as input. Last, the contract owner shares the address of the Trampoline and that of contract $C'$ to users that would like to interact with it.

### 4.4.3 Summary

In this chapter, we presented how can provide upgradeable smart contract on Ethereum, by using the current semantics provided by Solidity and the EVM. We showed how **PROTEUS** improves the state of the art process of publishing and updating smart contracts on Ethereum and the security checks that it introduces. We presented **PROTEUS**, a framework that automatically transforms a user’s contract such that it is upgradeable. We also showed how **PROTEUS** can deploy those contracts automatically on the Blockchain, allowing the user to focus only on the development of the logic of the smart contract. Last, we presented the rewriting rules that **PROTEUS** uses both for different modes and discussed the issues that may arise when someone tries to write such rules manually.
Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we summarise the achievements and findings of this thesis and state the general conclusions. We also discuss the potential future works that can be followed by the research community, based on our findings.

5.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we showed how we could use GI and other code transformation techniques to improve the non-functional properties of real-world programs running on top of complex managed runtimes such as the Java and Ethereum Virtual Machine. More specifically, we showed that manual optimisation of non-functional properties of large programs is impractical for programmers. We also showed that manual introduction of advanced functionalities and features (such as upgradability in smart contracts) when is error-prone and bugs are inevitable. Thus, we need frameworks and tools that automatically optimise non-functional properties and rewrite applications such that they support advanced features, without the developer worrying about those transformations. We introduced two such frameworks, ARTEMIS and PROTEUS, and through rigorous statistical experimentation showed that it is possible to improve non-functional properties of programs, cheaply and automatically.

We concluded that developers frequently use underperformed data structures and forget to optimise them with respect to some critical non-functional properties once the functionalities are fulfilled. We introduced ARTEMIS, a novel multi-objective multi-language search-based framework that automatically selects and optimises
Darwinian data structures and their arguments in a given program. ARTEMIS is language agnostic, meaning it can be easily adapted to any programming language; extending ARTEMIS to support C++ took approximately 4 days. Given as input a data structure store with Darwinian implementations, it can automatically detect and optimise them along with any additional parameters to improve the non-functional properties of the given program. In a large empirical study on 5 DaCapo benchmarks, 30 randomly sampled projects and 8 well-written popular Github projects, ARTEMIS found improvement for all of them. Depending on the domain and the nature of the application, some of those improvements can be considered substantial with many clients benefiting from them. ARTEMIS achieved performance improvements for every project in 5 Java projects from DaCapo benchmark, 8 popular projects and 30 uniformly sampled projects from GitHub, and one C++ program. ARTEMIS achieved 4.8%, 10.1%, 5.1% median improvement for runtime, memory and CPU usage. ARTEMIS found such improvements making small changes in the source code; the median number of lines ARTEMIS changes is 5. Thus, ARTEMIS is practical and can be easily used on other projects. At last, we estimated the cost of optimising a program in machine hours to be £1.25 on average per day. Therefore, we conclude that ARTEMIS is a practical tool for optimising the data structures in large real-world programs.

We also concluded that even though Ethereum Blockchain does not allow the code of a contract to be upgraded after published on the Blockchain, it is possible to update the code of a smart contract, if the developer uses the provided semantics of the Ethereum Virtual Machine correctly. We showed that understanding the EVM semantics and using them is quite a challenging task which has led to many buggy contracts published on the Blockchain; even though experts wrote the code of the contracts. By introducing PROTEUS, we showed that it is possible to automate the challenging process of writing smart contracts that use advanced language properties that may lead to more bugs, such as upgradeable contracts. PROTEUS allows developers to have better control over their smart contracts, by providing them with different mutability modes. Also, PROTEUS improves the security of smart contract
by forcing users to check the address of the contract carefully that they are calling, avoiding accidental loss of funds that may occur by calling the wrong contract.

## 5.2 Future Work

In this section, we present potential future research work that can be done based on this work.

**Darwinian Data Structure Selection** We showed how ARTEMIS can be applied to improve the performance of a variety of programs and libraries written in Java and C++. In the future, we can apply ARTEMIS in a more significant number of libraries, and evaluate both the performance improvement of the test suite that comes with the library but also evaluate the performance of the programs that depend and use the library. For instance, we showed in this thesis, how we could improve the performance of the Google Guava library by evaluating its test suite, but in the future, we can measure how the performance of programs that use Google Guava is affected.

Even though most programs that ARTEMIS optimised in this thesis come with a test suite, some applications may have a limited test suite that does not represent actual program behaviour. For future work, we could use random testing to generate test suites automatically and then apply ARTEMIS to improve the program’s performance. In the preliminary experiments that we performed, ARTEMIS improved the performance of the program, similarly to how it improved programs with given test-suites. For future work, we can further extend random testing and present a rigorous statistical evaluation. ARTEMIS used multi-objective search and more specifically the NSGA-II algorithm to find optimal solutions. In the future, we can apply other meta-heuristic search algorithms and evaluate and compare their ability to find faster and better solutions. Last, we can extend ARTEMIS to be applied in other programming languages such as CSharp or Scala and also for improving the performance of code that targets mobile devices (e.g., Android).

**Upgradeable smart contracts** PROTEUS performs code transformations such that the contract can be updated with optimised versions and for bug fixing. To achieve this, as we described previously, PROTEUS introduces additional meta-variables and
uses call indirections mechanisms. This, however, may increase the gas consumption of the contract as more operations are performed. In the future, we should do a full analysis of the gas overhead that each transformation introduces and the trade-offs between optimised newer contract versions vs the introduced by PROTEUS gas overhead. Also, PROTEUS was the first step to enable optimisations for smart contracts on Ethereum, but this is only the first step necessary to apply GI on the Blockchain. In future work, we should build a new framework that relies on the idea introduced by the Darwinian Data Structure Selection and applies GI to automatically improve non-functional properties (such as gas or energy consumption) or functional properties (such as bug fixing through automatic test generation) of smart contracts.
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